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The purpose of the Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Operational Plan (2018-

2022) is to provide clear and concise guidelines as to how and where FoASF can 

play a role as a member of the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team, and to 

work closely with Partners and Strategic Stakeholders to ensure the long-term 

survival of the Forest and its fauna and flaura. 
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FOREWORD 
 

At 420 square kilometres, the Arabuko–Sokoke Forest is a remnant of the coastal tropical 

forest that occupied the East African Coast. The forest is home to many species of trees, an 

amazing habitat for many large and small animals and bird species both migratory and 

endemic to the forest.  

In recognition of the importance of this forest, the government of Kenya gazetted it as a 

National Reserve and owing to its unique flora and fauna the forest is managed by the quartet 

of the Kenya Forest Services, the Kenya Forestry Research Institute, the National Museums 

of Kenya and the Kenya Wildlife Services, with Kenya Forest Service having overall 

responsibility.   The Forest Act, as will become apparent from this manual, has a complex 

management structure for forests incorporating government, the community and other 

stakeholders.   

As a natural resource, the forest has attracted a lot of interest, some regrettably deleterious, 

and as a result, many interest groups have come up to aid in its protection. 

The presence of these groups in the forest is a mixed blessing, the co-ordination of activities 

and jurisdictional competences do not always work as efficiently as they should.   The 

Friends have therefore determined to formulate a scheme through which we can navigate 

these complex structures in a more coherent manner. In this Operations Plan the author has 

identified the location of the forest, gives hints on the management of the forest, provided the 

institutional and legal framework, zonation, conservation challenges, identified our strategic 

partners and other stakeholders and clearly mapped out for us both short term and long term 

goals, the realization of which would ensure the perpetual existence of the forest.  

It is my belief that the continued existence of a resource does not always lie in its 

preservation, but rather in its sustainable use.  We therefore plan to work with the 

government, the community and other stakeholders in meeting the challenges faced in the 

realization of this goal.  

We hold the view that education is key to the attainment of our goals and with our partners 

we shall work to educate both young and old in our society on the centrality of this forest in 

our future growth as a county. We also strongly believe that the communities living around 

the forest being the most important stakeholders must derive both direct and indirect benefits 

from their close association with the forest. In this regard, we shall work with other 

stakeholders and utilise their expertise to engender greater benefit to both the forest and the 

users. 

The Operations Plan could not therefore have come at a more opportune moment especially 

as we grapple with serious economic challenges, the resultant degradation of our environment 

as the communities living around the forest poach both the trees and the animals that live in it 

for fire wood, construction materials and food respectively.   

This is one of the initiatives by the Friends and a culmination of many years of hard work to 

bring together the various stakeholders working in the forest. We intend to continue playing 

this role as we deepen co-operation between all the stakeholders for mutual benefit. This 

work would not have been possible without the help of our partners and benefactors. I thank 

them most sincerely for their help. We also needed expertise in guiding us through the 

process, coalescing our thoughts into a coherent plan.  
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Nick Trent is an expert in habitat protection and human wildlife conflict in protected areas 

and has considerable experience in this field, having worked in wildlife conservation as a 

field manager and pilot in Tsavo National Park. Prior to this he had worked in Canada and 

South Sudan for ADRA, managing and monitoring projects around the world.  Nick started 

his career as a pilot/warden for Kenya Wildlife Service and has a degree is Environmental 

Management and a Masters in Community Development, an area he has considerable interest 

in. I congratulate Nick who has put together this excellent plan for us and recommend it to all 

who would wish to learn more about the forest. 

 

 

 

Tukero Ole Kina 

Chairman of Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is undoubtedly one of the most unique forests in East Africa. It 

is the remnant of what used-to-be; a vast tract of forest stretching up and down the coastline 

of East Africa. Fortunately someone with a vision, a long-term thinker, who saw the value of 

this unique forest, put in motion the steps to protect it, and as a result the Forest was first 

gazetted in 1932. Since then it has undergone various administrative changes and has had 

portions added. Today it stands at a total area of 420 sq. km (41,600 ha), slightly larger than 

Amboseli National Park - much larger than most realise! Unlike Amboseli NP, Arabuko- 

Sokoke Forest is an island, entirely surrounded by an electric fence. It is home to a wide 

variety of trees, plants, birds and animals, surrounded by an expanding human population 

which presents challenges and opportunities for those working to protect the Forest. 

What then makes this forest so worth protecting? It’s the biodiversity within: there are birds 

and animals, plants and trees that are found nowhere else. Further to the north the south there 

are pockets of forest but the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is far more expansive and has certain 

unique residents. Within the fenced forest area there are six globally threatened species of 

birds: in Africa, the Forest ranks second in importance for the conservation of birds and is 

one of the 19 important Bird Areas in Kenya. There are 50 plant species that are globally or 

nationally rare and 3 species of mammals which are globally threatened. The Arabuko-

Sokoke Forest is also part of the East African Coastal Forest complex that ranks amongst the 

top 25 global biodiversity hotspots in Africa. With 4 endemic butterfly species, 50 globally or 

nationally rare plant species and somewhere between 150 and 300 elephants, this is truly an 

irreplaceable ecosystem. 

Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest has been concerned about the future of the Forest since 

1999. Residents and visitors alike who realised the ongoing threats to the Forest got together 

to create a forum where the Forest had a voice. Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest have been 

working to help in various ways, amid unrelenting threats and challenges faced as a result of 

the growing population and unregulated development and exploration. The recent search for 

oil and gas has threatened the Forest. The threat to turn the Forest over to agriculture is 

ongoing. Logging and poaching are rampant and while the Forest to the passer-by to be 

standing tall, it is being destroyed from within, from the ground up at an alarming rate: like a 

silent cancer. Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke play a key role in defending the Forest - lobbying 

government agencies and other conservation organizations – to do more to protect the Forest, 

its habitants and habitats. 

This Operational Plan is Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke’s plan: A Plan to Action; positive, 

participatory and sustainable activities to be implemented without delay, in partnership with 

the Management Team and the lead stewards responsible for daily management of the Forest. 

The Plan, designed to be easily operationalized, consists of 7 programs, each with a specific 

measurable purpose, each requiring funding and oversight in order to be successful.  

It is sincerely hoped that this plan will never reside on a shelf – time is running out for the 

Forest and this plan is a road map that will draw people together to protect the Forest from 

further destruction and preserve it for generations to come. 

     Author: Nick Trent, November 2017 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 

Community Forest 

Forestland lawfully held, managed or used by specific communities as forest area, grazing areas 
or shrines; or lawfully held as trust land by the county governments; or ancestral forestlands and 
forestlands traditionally occupied by hunter-gatherer communities; or such other forest that may 
be set aside as a community forest by the respective County Government 
 

Community Forest Association (CFA) 
A group of persons who are registered as an association under the Societies Act (Cap 108) and 
who are resident in an area close to the specified forest. 
 

County Forest 

Forests on land which at the effective date was un-alienated government land as defined by an 
Act of Parliament in force at the effective date; forests on land transferred to the State by way of 
sale, reversion or surrender; forests on land in respect of which no individual or community 
ownership can be established by any legal process; forests on land in respect of which no heir can 
be identified by any legal process; and forests on land lawfully held by a county government in 
trust for the people resident in the county. 
 

County Government 

Government established under article 176(1) of the Constitution of Kenya 2010. 
 

Forest Adjacent Community 
A group of persons who have a traditional association with a forest for purposes of livelihood, 
culture or religion and are registered as a Community Forest Association. 
 

Forest Conservation Committee 
A committee established under the Forests Act, 2005 in each conservancy area or part thereof 
(ecosystem) to advice the Forests Board on all matters relating to the management and 
conservation of forests in that area. 
 

Forest Level Management Committee 
A committee initiated by the Service consisting of representatives from the Service, Community 
Forest Association and other relevant stakeholders to assist the CFA to implement the community 
forest management agreement. 
 

Forest Management Agreement 

An agreement between the Service/County Government and a Community Forest Association. 
County Government, or any person or organization for the purpose of managing a State, county 
or private forest. 
 

Forest Management Plan 

A systematic programme showing all activities to be undertaken in a forest or part thereof during 
a period of at least five years, and includes conservation, utilization, silvicultural operations and 
infrastructural developments. 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Forest Stakeholder 
Any person (including indigenous persons as per the 2010 Constitution), group of persons, or 
institution who for cultural, religious, economic, social or investment reasons is involved in, or 
associated with, management, research and utilization of the products or services from a forest 
area. 
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Indigenous Forest 

A forest which has come about by natural regeneration of trees primarily native to Kenya, and 
includes mangrove and bamboo forests. 
 
Operational Plan 

A short-term forest management plan of up to 5 years that contains details for managing a forest 
area. 
 
Participatory Forest Management 
A forest management approach, which deliberately involves the forest adjacent communities and 
other stakeholders in management of forests within a framework that contributes to community’s 
livelihoods. 
 

Private Forest 

Forestland held by any person under any freehold or leasehold tenure; and any forest owned 
privately by an individual, institution or body corporate for commercial or non-commercial 
purposes. 
 
Public Forest 

All forests on public land; forestland lawfully held, used or occupied by any State organ, except 
any such land that is occupied by the State organ as leasee under a private lease; forestland 
transferred to the State by way of sale, reversion or surrender; forestland in respect of which no 
individual or community ownership can be established by any legal process; the forest reserves 
set out in the Act and any other forest reserves gazetted by the Cabinet Secretary responsible for 
forestry. 
 

Responsible Authority 
Institution charged under law with the responsibility of managing a particular forest. 
 

Service 
The Kenya Forest Service established under section 4 of the Forests Act 2005. 
 

Strategic Plan 
A medium to long-term forest management plan usually over 5 years that provides an integrated 
set of visionary objectives concerned with the conservation, management and use of a forest. 
 

Sustainable Forest Management 
The management of forests so as to yield a constant or increasing supply of forest products and 
services to meet the needs of the present and future generations, without intentionally limiting the 
options of future generations. 
 
Sustainable Use 

Present use of the environment or natural resources which does not compromise the ability to use 
the same by future generations or degrade the carrying capacity of these ecosystems. 
 

User Group 

Any group of individuals formal or informal who; collects, harvests or utilizes any part or product 
from a forest for subsistence or commercial purposes. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
 
ASFADA:  Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Adjacent Dwellers Association 
ASFR; Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Reserve 
ASFMT: Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team 
SFMP: Arabuko-Sokoke Strategic Forest Management Plan 2002-2027 
ECAP: Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Elephant Action Plan 
CDC: County Development Committee  
CEC: County Environment Committee  
CFA: Community Forest Association 
EMCA: Environmental Management and Coordination Act  
FAC: Forest Adjacent Community 
FCC: Forest Conservation Committee 
FD: Forest Department 
FMA: Forest Management Agreement 
FoASF: Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
KEFRI: Kenya Forestry Research Institute 
KFS: Kenya Forest Service 
KWS: Kenya Wildlife Service 
NGO: Non-Governmental Organization 
NMK: National Museums of Kenya 
NRM: Natural Resource Management 
PFM: Participatory Forest Management 
PMP: Participatory Management Plan 
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SECTION 1: THE ARABUKO-SOKOKE FOREST  

1.1 LOCATION 
The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is situated in Kilifi County, between Kilifi and Malindi, beside 
the Mida Creek and nearby Watamu, at a latitude of 3° 20’ S and longitude 39° 50’ E. 
 
Map 1: Kenya showing the location of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 

 

  

ARABUKO-SOKOKE FOREST 
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Map 2: Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
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1.2 TOPOGRAPHY AND ALTITUDE 
The eastern part of the Forest lies on a flat coastal plain at an altitude of about 45 m above sea 
level. This rises to a plateau of about 60–200 m in the central and western parts of the Forest. 
 
Map 3: Topography of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
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1.3 VEGETATION TYPES 
 
Map 4: Vegetation types of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
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There are three major vegetation types in Arabuko-Sokoke Forest: 
 
Mixed Forest: this is a dense forest type which extends to about 7,000 ha on wetter coastal 
sands in the east of Arabuko-Sokoke. It has a diverse tree flora including Afzelia quanzensis, 
Hymenaea verrucosa, Combretum, schumannii and Manilkara sansibarensis and the cycad 
Encephalartos hildebrandtii.  
 
Brachystegia Forest: this is a more open forest covering about 7,700 ha, dominated by 
Brachystegia spiciformis on drier and infertile white sands through the centre of the forest. 
 
Cynometra Forest: this is a dense forest or thicket that makes up the majority of the forest 
along the west side of Arabuko-Sokoke, covering about 23,500 ha on the red Magarini sands. 
It is dominated by trees of Cynometra webberi and Manilkara sulcata, and the reducing 
numbers of euphorbia species Euphorbia candelabrum. Brachylaena huillensis also used to 
be abundant in this zone, but its numbers have been severely reduced by extraction. 
 

1.4 BIODIVERSITY 
The Forest once stretched from Somali to Mozambique. In Africa, the Forest ranks second in 
importance for the conservation of birds (Collar and Stuart, 1988) and is one of the 19 
important Bird Areas in Kenya (Bennun and Njoroge, 1999). Arabuko-Sokoke forest is also 
part of the East African Coastal Forest complex that ranks amongst the top 25 global 
biodiversity hotspots (Myers et. al., 2000).  
 
More than 230 bird species have been recorded, including six globally threatened species: 
Clarke’s Weaver (endemic to the forest and its immediate surroundings), Sokoke Scops Owl, 
Amani Sunbird and Sokoke Pipit (all of which are near-endemics), Spotted Ground Thrush (a 
rare migrant) and East Coast Akalat (a rare species confined to East African coastal forests).  
 
Fifty-two mammal species have been recorded in the Forest, including 3 taxa which are 
globally threatened: the Golden-rumped Elephant-shrew (of which 90% of the known global 
population lives in the forest); the Sokoke Bushy-tailed Mongoose (one of the 5 mongoose 
species recorded) and the rare and illusive Ader’s Duiker.  
 
The Forest is also a refuge for some of Kenya’s less common mammal species and supports a 
herd of between 150 and 300 elephants, and unknown number of buffalo. Diverse 
populations of reptiles and invertebrates are present; the latter include more than 250 
recorded species of butterfly (among which are 4 endemics). Over 600 recorded plant species 
are known, including 50 that are globally or nationally rare. 
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Plate 1: The six globally threatened bird species of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
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1.5 THE HISTORICAL PAST  
Arabuko-Sokoke Forest, covering 420 sq. km (41,600 ha), is the largest single block of 
coastal forest remaining in East Africa. It is the only forest reserve where the Kenya Forest 
Service has invited three other partners to jointly manage the forest; Kenya Wildlife Service, 
Kenya Forestry Research Institute and National Museums of Kenya. 
 
Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is all that remains of what was previously a much more extensive 
forest. In recognition of its value and the threats facing its future the forest was originally 
declared as Crown Forest in 1932 and was gazetted as a Forest Reserve in 1943. An 
additional 2,675 ha at Kararacha in the south east was added in 1968. Within the forest area 
about 4,300 ha was designated as a strict Nature Reserve in 1977. This was extended in 1979 
by 1,635 ha. 
 
Table 1: The Establishment of the Forest Boundaries 
 

Details Year Boundary Plan Legal Notice Area (ha) 

Original gazettement 1932 75/12 44 39,089 

Revocation of 
proclamation 44 and re-
gazettement with new 
boundaries 

1943 175/4 48 39,089 

Declared central forest 1964  174 39,089 

Karacha extension 1968 175/88 149 2,675 

Declaration of Nature 
Reserve (within forest 
reserve) 

1977 175/195 100 2,699 

Declaration of Nature 
Reserve extension (within 
forest reserve) 

1979 175/215 180 1,635 

Declaration of National 
Park (external to forest 
reserve) 

1990  426 600 

 

1.6 A TIMELINE OF SUPPORT 
Over the years there has been wide ranging interests in the Forest and a vast array of effort to 
protect it: 
 
1967: The first aerial inventory survey was carried out.  
1981: Mapped again by KREMU.  
1980s: Many studies were conducted.  
1990: A project by KIFCON was cut short due to a disagreement in Forest Management 
1991: Aerial photos and satellite photos were taken of the Forest.  
1990-2: KIFCON (British ODA) very active in the Forest 
1993–1995: BASSIS (British ODA)  
1993- On-going: KIPEPEO (NMK): Funded by the Government of Kenya and UK through 
ODA the current DFID;  Funded by the UNDP-GEF small grants, Chicago Zoological 
Society, IUCN Netherlands Committee, Japanese Embassy in Kenya, EU and USAID: This 
project started the first forest based direct non-consumptive benefits. 
1993-1998: Promotion of Sustainable Forest Management (PSFM)  
• Emphasized on sustainable management of natural forests.  
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• It initiated on-farm forestry.  
• Conducted Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRAs) focused to initiating community 
involvement in forestry management. 
1994: Birdlife stepped in. 
1994: There was an attempt to de-gazette part of ASFR adjacent to Mida Creek for a hotel 
and golf course but this was stopped.  
1994: Studies were carried out on Sokoke Scops Owl by Simon Thomsett and M.Virani  
1995/6: A study of Ader’s duiker in by E. Kanga, now head of Research at KWS.  
1996-2001 (January): BirdLife International  
1996: Malindi became a full District, splitting the Forest.  
1997: President Moi rejected a request from the community to de-gazette 
Kararacha/Mpendakalu area for settlement.  
1997-2001: Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management and Conservation Project (ASFMCP)  
• Initiated Participatory Forest Management (PFM) and integrated rural development  
• Expanded existing forestry related Income Generating Activities (IGAs) and initiated new 
ones like beekeeping  
• Further developed the ASFMT and community partnerships and structures.  
Government increased funding towards multiple stakeholder management in ASF  
1998: KIPEPEO won an award in Dubai.  
1998: KEFRI Gede was upgraded to Coast Region research Centre.  
1999: Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke was established 
2000: The first FoASF AGM was held at Turtle Bay Beach Club.  
2000: The first Visitors Guide was published by Tanzi Bliss.  
2001: FoASF held the second AGM 
2002: The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Strategic Forest Management Plan was published.  
2003: FoASF held a special meeting to discuss entrance fees as KWS established and 
managed entrance fees.  
2003: On 22.3.2003 FoASF held its 3rd AGM.  
2003-2005: Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Community Conservation Initiatives 
• Completed a 20 km solar fence.  
• Consolidating existing IGAs like Eco-Tourism, Butterfly farming and Bee keeping.  
• Initiating new IGAs like Mushroom farming.  
• 2003-2006 Enhanced sustainability of Arabuko-Sokoke forest through Improved Natural  
Resources Management by and for Stakeholders  
• Consolidating existing IGAs like Eco-Tourism, Butterfly farming and Bee keeping.  
• Facilitating the completion of the Participatory Forest Management (PFM) piloting, scaling 
up and starting a monitoring system.  
• Building CBOs capacity in organization and advocacy.  
2002 - 2003 (June): Biodiversity Conservation Programme (BCP)  
2001 - 2004 (June): Farm Forestry (Alisei, KEFRI, and EAWLS)  
2003 – 2005: USAID  
2004-2007 GEF Medium grants  
• Awareness on Participatory Forest Management (PFM) 
• Beekeeping and sericulture as Income Generating Activities 
• People and Sustainable Development: Investing in Education, and Social and  
Economic Empowerment to conserve globally threatened biodiversity in Arabuko-Sokoke 
Forest, Kenya 
• Improving household livelihood so that children live a better live 
• Provision of water  
• Beekeeping  
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(Funded by the Government of Kenya; GTZ; European Commission; Government of United 
States of America; Germany Civil society (Kindernothilfe and Naturschdeutchland)).  
2006: On 23/02/06 A-Rocha asked for FoASF to be a subcommittee to Nature Kenya. 
2013: Kilifi County came into being, with the Forest now in Kilifi and Malindi Sub Counties, 
and Community Forest Associations (CFAs) in Kilifi North, Ganze and Malindi 
Constituencies.  
2013: The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Elephant Conservation Action Plan (ECAP) was 
developed with support from Nature Kenya.  
2014: A threat to the forest from oil exploration came to light, prompting a move lead by 
Nature Kenya to revive FoASF on 20/09/14.  
2015: A revival meeting took place at Turtle Bay Hotel on 24/02/15 when a working group 
was established,  
2016: A full re-launch of FoASF took place at the AGM on 30/03/16.  
2016: Kilifi County and the Mining CS discussed the de-gazettement of Madunguni FR and 
the allocation of old plantation areas of ASFR outside the electric fence to CFAs for 
management. 
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An Excerpt from the paper Sustained natural resources management and community 
livelihoods improvement through partnerships: the case of Arabuko-Sokoke forest in Kenya 
M. T. E. Mbuvi & Washington Ayiemba. 
 

 
NOTE: The total donor support over the decade for Adoption of the Integrated Conservation and Development 
(ICDPs) at the forest stand at about US$ 536 million. This includes projects that will run from 1990-2008. On 
average the active participants have doubled their per capita from US$ 50 (Maundu et. al., 1997), with a total 
income of over US$ 800,000 going to the community for this period. 
 

Before the 1990s the Arabuko-Sokoke forest adjacent dwellers never saw eye to eye with 
the forest authorities, the Forest Department. They vandalized the sign boards that spelled 
out “no entry without permission”, and whenever the Forest patrols were conducted close 
to their villages, all the adults went into hiding. They left behind only the children and at 
times the very elderly who were unable to go into hiding. Yet, the core cause of the 
antagonism was the local community and other secondary stakeholders were not included 
in the management and benefit sharing of the forest resources. The community, in this 
paper, is synonymous to the Arabuko-Sokoke forest adjacent dwellers.  
 
Over half of 350 households, living on land directly adjacent to the forest regularly 

use the forest to collect fuel wood, poles, medicinal plants, forest foods and water. A 
further 1200 households living further afield also come to the forest to collect fuel wood, 
medicines, poles and water (Mogaka, 1991). This community use of forest was at cross 
roads with the growing stature of the forest internationally. Arabuko-Sokoke is one of the 
key sites for high endemism and biodiversity conservation along the east coast of Africa. 
Due to the global importance of the forest, the conservationists were pushing for a very 

limited use of a narrower range of forest resources, a position that overlooked the 

importance of the forest to the local economy and livelihoods. This heightened the 
negative attitudes of the community towards the forest: more than 80% of the 

community was of the view that the forest was of no value to them and wanted its land 
use changed to agriculture (Maundu, 1993). Problem animals destroying crops on farms 
adjacent to the forest, sometimes leading to loss of half the expected produce, was also a 
major negative factor. 
  
The middle ground was reached with the emergence of the integrated conservation and 
development paradigm in the late eighties. The government institutions had an opportunity 
to re-engineer their relationships with the community as they took up the challenge of 
localizing the outcomes from the world summits on conservation and development fora. 
Also, the communities stood to benefit from the recognition that they had a role toward 

the conservation of wild lands with the adoption of the “use it or lose it” approach in 
the conservation world. Locally, it was clear that there was need to support the community 
to develop livelihoods that were compatible with their needs and conservation of the 
forest. The target of the development agents were nature based enterprises based on 

non-consumptive use of forest resources. After five years of Integrated Conservation 
and Development Projects (ICDPs) there was a complete turn-around in the community 
attitudes towards the forest with now only 16% for the conversion of forest into another 
land use (Maundu et. al., 1997).  
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SECTION 2: MANAGEMENT OF THE FOREST 
 

2.1 LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
The original framework prior to the 2005 Forest Act reads as follows: All forests on public 
land; forestland lawfully held, used or occupied by any State organ, except any such land 
that is occupied by the State organ as leasee under a private lease; forestland transferred to 
the State by way of sale, reversion or surrender; forestland in respect of which no individual 
or community ownership can be established by any legal process; the forest reserves set out 
in the Act and any other forest reserves gazetted by the Cabinet Secretary responsible for 
forestry FD administers the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Reserve. As the forest falls under two 
different Districts, two District Forest Officers (DFOs) manage it. The DFO Kilifi District is 
based at the District Forest Headquarters in Kilifi, and is responsible for the southern half of 
the forest, while the DFO Malindi is based at Gede Forest Station and is responsible for the 
northern half. Both DFOs report to the Provincial Forest Officer, Coast Province who is 
responsible to the Chief Conservator of Forests in Nairobi.  
 
Reforms in the forestry sector led to the government adopting Participatory Forest 

Management (PFM) as a strategy to sustainably manage of Kenya’s forests and woodland 

areas for current and future generations. It gave the authority to pilot PFM implementation in 

some parts of the country even in the absence of an enabling legislative framework. With the 

enactment of the Forests Act 2005, other stakeholders participation was provided for and 

hence development of the first generation of PFM guidelines in 2007. Since then, there have 

been many changes in the political, legislative and social landscape including: publishing of 

forest’s (participation in sustainable forest management) rules, promulgation of the Kenyan 

Constitution of 2010 which established a devolved governance structure, enactment of the 

County Government Act, and proposed changes as contained in the Forest Conservation and 

Management Bill of 2014.  

The Forest Conservation and Management Act, 2016, which came into effect on 31st March 

2017, gives the Kenya Forest Service's latest mandate; to provide for the development and 

sustainable management, including conservation and rational utilization of all forest 

resources for the socioeconomic development of the country and for connected purposes. 

Forests Act (2005) 

It established the Kenya Forest Service (KFS) and has been superseded by The Forest 

Conservation and Management Act, 2016. 

It stipulated that all forests in Kenya - be the State, local authority, private or provisional 
forests-are to be managed under the provisions of the Forests Act. The Forests Act strongly 

supports the participation of stakeholders in the conservation and management of the 

forest resources through collaborative management. 

 
The recognition of forest adjacent communities as key stakeholders and users of natural 
resources is considered vital if successful management is to be attained. The Act provides for 
communities living beside the forests to enter into collaborative management agreements 
with KFS through Community Forest Associations (CFAs). Section 47 (1) confers the CFA 
with the following forest user rights: collection of medicinal herbs, harvesting of honey, 
harvesting of timber or fuel wood, grass harvesting and grazing, collection of forest products 
for community based industries, ecotourism and recreational activities, scientific and 
education activities, plantation establishment through non-resident cultivation, contracts to 
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carry out silvicultural operations and development of community wood and non-wood forest 
based industries. The Act provides for preparation and gazettement of Rules to enforce the 
law. Currently, three Rules relevant to the engagement of local communities in forest 
management have been gazetted: the Forests (Participation in Sustainable Forest 
Management) rules - 2009, the Forests (Charcoal) rules - 2009 and the Forests (Harvesting) 
rules - 2009. 
 

Forests (Participation in Sustainable Forest Management) Rules (2009) 

The Forests (Participation in Sustainable Forest Management) Rules, 2009 were gazetted via 
Legal Notice No. 165 of 2009. The Rules apply to participation of the private sector and 
forest communities in sustainable management of State forests and may, with the necessary 
modifications, be applied by a Local Authority, with the consent of the Minister responsible 
for Local Authorities, to the participation of the private sector and forest communities in the 
management of Local Authority forests. Under the rules, KFS may issue authorisations for 
forestry activities in the form of a permit, timber license, special-use license, contract, joint 
management agreement or concession agreement of a specified forest area. A concession 
agreement is a long term agreement that may be issued for the management of a specified 
forest area at a price determined after forest valuation and bidding. Concessions are mostly 
applicable to eco-tourism or large-scale plantation management but may also apply to 
REDD+ projects. The procedure process include pre-qualification, offering and 
advertisement and bidding. KFS may enter into a joint management agreement in the 
management of State forests. The primary purpose of a joint management agreement is to 
conserve the forest and allow non-consumptive uses. However, an agreement may also allow 
limited consumptive use of forest resources if sustainable. For purposes of community 
participation, the rules provide management units for a forest to comprise of the forest area 
under the jurisdiction of one forest station or where geographical factors make separation of 
the unit into blocks more practical, individual forest blocks within the jurisdiction of one 
forest station. Each management unit will be under a separate CFA. 
 
This is therefore the most relevant rule for local community participation. It provides for 
preparation and enforcement of forest management agreements between CFAs and KFS once 
a forest management plan has been prepared and approved. Some of the KFS/CFA 
agreements have provisions in relation to REDD+. In Kenya the completion of the Kenya 
Forestry Master-plan in 1994 was a milestone in analysing the status of the forest sector and 
various scenarios were modelled projecting the future. Currently the process of developing a 
National Forest Programmes (NFP) is ongoing and this will lay out strategic visions for 
forests which will enhance implementation of PFM. The main change in the draft policy is a 
greater emphasis on involving stakeholders through participatory management mechanisms 
in the management and conservation of multi-purpose natural forest areas. One of the seven 
stated broad policy objectives is to: “contribute to poverty reduction, employment creation 
and improvement of livelihood through sustainable forest management.” In relation to 
indigenous forests, woodlands and bush lands, the proposed policy states; “participation of 
communities and other stakeholders in the management of indigenous forests is to be 
promoted.” And for county forests, “close working relationship among local authorities, the 
Kenya Forest Service, regional authorities, local communities, NGOs, and other stakeholders 
will be promoted.” And, “All forests under the jurisdiction of the local authorities will be 
managed sustainably based on sound management plans and conservation.” 
 
In relation to Rural Development; “the government will endeavour to promote forest-based 
industries that contribute to the rural economy.” Institutionally; “the Kenya Forest Service 
will provide for a self-supporting management structure for industrial plantations and 
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indigenous forests on public land, as well as provide support and advice to farm forestry and 
a mechanism for inter-agency coordination.” “The Forest Service will concentrate on policy 
matters, regulating Forests Activities, and monitoring the performance of the various 
executing bodies in the forestry sector.” Participatory forestry development will be enhanced 
by involving concerned individuals, NGOs, local communities, and the private sector in 
planning and implementing forest management activities. 
 
Participatory Forest Management (PFM) Guidelines 

Within the context of the Forests Act 2005: Institutionally, Kenya Forest Service shall; 
a) Formulate for approval of the Board, policies and guidelines regarding the management, 

conservation and utilisation of all types of forest areas in the country; 
b) Collaborate with other organisations and communities in the management and 

conservation of forests and for the utilisation of the biodiversity therein; 
c) Promote the empowerment of associations and communities in the control and 

management of forests. 
 
Section 59 allows for the Minister to make rules including those providing for measures that 
enhance community participation in the conservation and management of forests at the local 
level. 
 
Constitution of Kenya, (2010) 

The 2010 Constitution supports management arrangements that ensure equitable sharing of 
benefits accruing from exploitation of natural resources. This is enshrined in article 69 (1) of 
the Constitution which provides that the State shall ensure sustainable exploitation, 
utilization, management and conservation of the environment and natural resources, and 
ensure the equitable sharing of the accruing benefits. In addition the Fourth Schedule of the 
Constitution provides for the distribution of functions between the National and County 
Governments. Further it gives the County Governments powers to ensure and coordinate the 
participation of communities and locations in governance at the local level and assisting 
communities and locations to develop the administrative capacity for the effective exercise of 
the functions and powers and participation in governance at the local level. 
 
The Land Act (2012) 

On conservation of natural resources (article 19), the Land Act states that the National Land 
Commission (NLC) will provide: 
a) Incentives for communities and individuals to invest in income generating natural 

resource management programmes, 
b) Measures to facilitate the access, use and co-management of forests, water and other 

resources by communities who have customary rights to these resources, 
c) Procedures on the involvement of stakeholders in management of land based natural 

resources, 
d) Rules and regulations as measures to ensure benefit sharing to affected communities. 
 
NB: The Forests Act of 2005 has been reviewed to align with the current constitution and 
capture emerging issues, and is now accompanied by The Forest Conservation and 
Management Act, 2016. 
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The Forest Conservation and Management Act, 2016. 

The Forest Conservation and Management Act, 2016 is an Act of Parliament to give effect to 

Article 69 of the Constitution with regard to forest resources; to provide for the development 

and sustainable management, including conservation and rational utilization of all forest 

resources for the socio-economic development of the country and for connected purposes. 

This Act makes provision for the conservation and management of public, community and 

private forests and areas of forest land that require special protection, defines the rights in 

forests and prescribes rules for the use of forest land. It also makes provision for community 

participation of forest lands by community forest association, the trade in forest products, the 

protection of indigenous forests and the protection of water resources. 

NOTE: A copy of the 2016 Act is attached as an Appendix 1 for further reference. 

 

2.2 ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK 

2.2.1 Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team (ASFMT) 

Four governmental organizations have a permanent presence in the Arabuko-Sokoke forest 

area: The Kenya Forest Service (KFS), Kenya Forestry Research Institute (KEFRI), Kenya 

Wildlife Service (KWS) and National Museums of Kenya (NMK). These organizations have 

worked together since 1991 as the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team (ASFMT), 

guided by several memoranda of understanding between the different organizations. Day-

today activities are co-ordinated through four working groups overseen by a Senior 

Management Committee (SMC). The combined membership of the four working groups, plus 

the SMC, Nature Kenya, ARocha, FoASF, ASFADA and KIPEPEO forms the Arabuko-

Sokoke Forest Management Team (ASFMT). The working groups include: 

• Forest management working group, 

• Rural development working group, 

• Tourism and education working group, and 

• Research and monitoring working group. 

2.2.2 Kenya Forest Service (KFS) 

The Kenya Forest Service (the Service) is the primary custodian of the Arabuko-Sokoke 

Forest; a corporate body established under the Forest Conservation and Management Act no 

34 of 2016.  The Act which was operationalized on 31st March 2017, gives the Service's 

mandate: To provide for the development and sustainable management, including 

conservation and rational utilization of all forest resources for the socioeconomic 

development of the country and for connected purposes. 

The functions of the Service shall be to: (a) conserve, protect and manage all public forests in 

accordance with the provisions of this Act; (b) prepare and implement management plans for 

all public forests and, where requested, assist in preparation of management plans for 

community forests or private forests in consultation with the relevant owners; (c) receive and 

consider applications for licenses or permits in relation to forest resources or management of 

forests or any other relevant matter in accordance with this Act; (d) establish and implement 

benefit sharing arrangements in accordance with the provisions of this Act; (e) assist county 
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governments to build capacity in forestry and forest management in the counties; (f) in 

consultation with relevant stakeholders, develop programmes for tourism and for recreational 

and ceremonial use of public forests; (g) promote forestry education and training; (h) register 

and maintain a register of all forest management plans prepared for public forests; (i) 

collaborate with relevant persons in identifying research needs and applying research findings 

in relation to forests and forestry; (j) manage water catchment areas in relation to soil and 

water conservation, carbon sequestration and other environmental services in collaboration 

with relevant stakeholders; (k) prepare — (i) a Forest Status Report for the Cabinet Secretary 

once in every two years; and (ii) a Resource Assessment Report for the Cabinet Secretary 

once in every five years; (1) consider and recommend to the Cabinet Secretary the 

establishment of public forests on un-alienated public land or any other public land; (m) 

consider and recommend to the Cabinet Secretary the determination and alteration of 

boundaries of public forests; (n) establish forest conservancy areas for purposes of 

conservation and management; (o) approve the provision of credit facilities and technical 

training for community-based forest industries, and the provision of incentives to persons for 

the sustainable utilization of wood and non-wood forest products; (p) implement and enforce 

rules and regulations governing importation, exportation and trade in forest produce; and (q) 

develop, maintain and regularly update a geographic information system database of all 

forests in Kenya. 

Daily administration within the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest includes: 

a) Forest administration, tree planting, protection of the forest, revenue collection, creation 
of employment  

b) Tree planting, controls felling (harvesting), enforces forest by-laws  
c) Revenue collection from sale of forest produce  
d) Licensing and regulation of exploitation of forest products and eco-tourism development  
e) Farm Forestry promotion through forestry extension services  
f) Clear felled areas re-forestation and rehabilitation of degraded areas  
g) Maintenance of plantation forests  
h) Collaboration with stake holders on ecosystem management  
i) Forest fires prevention and suppression  
 
The Act places emphasis on the management of forests focused around three key areas; 
 
A. Promoting involvement of the private sector, communities and other stakeholders in 

forest management and conservation to create employment, reduce poverty and ensure the 
sustainability of the forest;  

B. Contributing to sustainable management of the forest through soil water and biodiversity 
conservation and tree planting; 

C. Promoting forest education and research to enable forest stakeholders to be made aware 
of benefits and ecosystem services offered by the forest. 

 
The main sectors in which the KFS focuses on in the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest, and around 
which an Annual Work Plan is designed, include: 
 
1. Natural Forest Conservation Programme: 

a. Rehabilitation of natural forest and forest protection, 

b. Enforcement. 

c. Eco-tourism 
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d. Research and technology 

 

2. Plantation Programme; this includes the planned plantation of commercial forestry. 

3. Farm and Dry-land Program; 

a. Tree planting in schools and farms 

b. Energy saving strategies 

c. Education 

The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is split into three administrative ‘management units’ - see map 5 

below; Jilore to the north-west; Gede to the north-east; Sokoke to the south. Each Forest 

Officer and Forest Station relates to a Community Forest Association (CFA) that represents 

the communities and User Groups in that management unit (see Figure 1 below), and reports 

upwards to the Conservator of Forests, Kilifi County. 

A Forest Conservation Committee is established to give stakeholders an avenue to share 

conservation strategies and concerns relating to the forest. The Kenya Forest Act 2016, states 

the following in Section 20; 

(1)The Board shall establish forest conservation areas for the proper and efficient 

management of forests and may divide such conservation areas into ecosystems. (2) There 

shall be established a forest conservation committee in respect of each forest conservation 

area. (3) The functions of a forest conservation committee shall be to — (a) make 

recommendations to the Board and to the relevant county government in relation to the 

conservation and utilisation of forests; (b) identify and recommend areas to be set aside for 

the creation of public forests; and (c) perform any other function that may be assigned to it by 

the Board. (4) A forest conservation committee shall consist of — (a) a chairperson appointed 

by the Board; (b) the relevant county executive committee member responsible for forestry or 

their designated representative; (c) the relevant forest officer in-charge; (d) three other 

persons appointed by the Board and nominated by — (i) relevant community forest 

associations; (ii) relevant forest industries in the forest conservation area; and (iii) relevant 

civil society organizations involved in forest conservation and operating in the forest 

conservation area. (5) The members of a forest conservation committee appointed in 

accordance with subsection (4) (a) and subsection (4) (d) shall hold office for a period of 

three years and shall be eligible for a further term of three years. (6) A person who is not a 

member of a forest conservation committee may be invited to attend meetings of the 

committee and take part in its deliberations but shall not have a right to vote. (7) A member 

of a forest conservation committee shall be entitled to be paid such allowances as the Salaries 

and Remuneration Commission may recommend. (8) The Board may set aside funds for the 

proper functioning of the committees. (9) The Cabinet Secretary may, in consultation with 

the Board, make Regulations governing the procedures of the forest conservation committees. 
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Map 5: Infrastructure within Arabuko-Sokoke Forest showing three Forest Sectors 
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Figure 1: KFS Structure of Implantation of Participatory Management in Arabuko-Sokoke 
Forest 
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2.2.3 Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) 

Kenya Wildlife Service works side by side with KFS in the Forest, with the primary 

responsibility to protect and monitor the wildlife living in and around the Forest, and to 

address any wildlife conflict with the community around the Forest. 

The Wildlife (Conservation and Management) Act 2013 and Policy guides the work of KWS.  
Section 7 outline the functions of the Service (KWS) as follows: 
 
a) Conserve and manage national parks, wildlife conservation areas, and sanctuaries under 

its jurisdiction; 
b) Provide security for wildlife and visitors in national parks, wildlife conservation areas and 

sanctuaries; 
c) Set up a county wildlife conservation committee in respect of each County; 
d) Promote or undertake commercial and other activities for the purpose of achieving 

sustainable wildlife conservation; 
e) Collect revenue and charges due to the national government from wildlife and, as 

appropriate, develop mechanisms for benefit sharing with communities living in wildlife 
areas; (Note this is taken care of by KFS in the Forest). 

f) Develop mechanisms for benefit sharing with communities living in wildlife areas; 
g) Advise the Cabinet Department on matters pertaining to wildlife policy, strategy and 

legislation. 
h) Coordinate the preparation and implementation of ecosystem plans; 
i) Prepare and implement National Park Management Plans; 
j) Assist and advise in the preparation of management plans for community and private 

wildlife conservancies and sanctuaries; 
k) Undertake and conduct enforcement activities such as anti- poaching operations, wildlife 

protection, intelligence gathering, investigations and other enforcement activities for the 
effective carrying out of the provisions of this Act; 

l) Conduct and co-ordinate, all research activities in the field of wildlife conservation and 
management and ensure application of research findings in conservation planning, 
implementation and decision making; 

m) Advise the National Land Commission, the Cabinet Secretary and the Council on the 
establishment of National Parks, wildlife conservancies and sanctuaries; 

n) Promote and undertake extension service programmes intended to enhance wildlife 
conservation, education and training; 

o) Identify user rights and advise the Cabinet Secretary thereon; 
p) Grant permits; (Note this is taken care of by KFS in the Forest) 
q) Establish forensic laboratories; 
r) Monitor the compliance of terms and conditions of licences; and 
s) Perform such other functions as the Board may assign the Service or as are incidental or 

conducive to the exercise by the Service of any or all of the functions provided under this 
Act. 

 
Kenya’s wildlife policy is embodied in the Sessional Paper No. 3 of 1975 entitled “A 
Statement on Future Wildlife Management Policy in Kenya”. This policy was a radical 
departure from the previous approach to wildlife conservation, which emphasized protected 
areas. The key elements of this Policy may be summarized as follows: 
 
a) It identified the primary goal of wildlife conservation as the optimization of returns from 

wildlife defined broadly to include aesthetic, cultural, scientific and economic gains, 
taking into account the income from other land uses;  
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b) It pointed out the need to identify and implement compatible land uses and fair 
distribution of benefits derived from wildlife including from both non-consumptive and 
consumptive uses of wildlife;  

c) It underscored the need for an integrated approach to wildlife conservation and 
management in order to minimize human–wildlife conflicts; and,  

d) The Government assumed the responsibility of paying compensation for damages caused 
by wildlife. 

 

2.2.4 Kenya Forestry Research Institute (KEFRI)  

According to The Forest Conservation Management Act No34, 2016, 22 (1) The Kenya 
Forestry Research Institute, as established under the Science, Technology and Innovation 
Act, 2013, shall be the agency in forestry research and development. Forestry functions of 
County Governments. Forestry research and development. No 28 of 2013. 694 No. 34 Forest 
Conservation and Management 2016 (2) The Institute shall develop research and 
development programmes to provide information and technologies for sustainable 
development of forestry and allied natural resources. (3) The Institute shall, in consultation 
with relevant organizations — (a) prepare forestry research and development strategies for 
the country; (b) conduct expert training courses in forestry and allied natural resources; (c) 
disseminate research findings to support forestry development in the country and counties; 
and (d) participate in the development and monitoring of national forest standards. (4) The 
Institute shall, on a regular basis, compile and submit a report for the Cabinet Secretary 
relating to forestry research and development.  
 
The role of KEFRI is to;  
 
1) Undertake research issues on trees, forest diseases, tree breeding, species trials and their 

documentation and dissemination;  
2) Technical orders development in conjunction with KFS;  
3) Social Forestry Training; 
4) Supplying certified seeds to KFS, stakeholders and community members. 
 

2.2.5 National Museums of Kenya (NMK)  

National Museums of Kenya (NMK) is a state corporation established by an Act of 
Parliament, the Museums and Heritage Act 2006. NMK is a multi-disciplinary institution 
whose role is to collect, preserve, study, document and present Kenya’s past and present 
cultural and natural heritage. This is for the purposes of enhancing knowledge, appreciation, 
respect and sustainable utilization of these resources for the benefit of Kenya and the world, 
for now and posterity. NMK’s mutual concern for the welfare of mankind and the 
conservation of the biological diversity of the East African region and that of the entire planet 
demands success in such efforts. 
 
In addition, NMK manages many Regional Museums, Sites and Monuments of national and 
international importance alongside priceless collections of Kenya’s living cultural and natural 
heritage. As an institution that must respond to the growing needs of the society, NMK is 
striving to contribute in a unique way to the task of national development. 
 

1) Preparation and presentation of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest conservation, education 
programmes through films, video shows and documentaries.  

2) Provide reference material on the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest eco-system. 
3) Conduct research on the past use of cultural sites within Arabuko-Sokoke Forest.  
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4) Plant identification through preparation of herbariums.  
 

2.2.6 Community Forest Associations (CFAs) 

Three Community Forest Associations (CFAs) have been established in the three different 
management units; Gede CFA (2005), covering the north eastern part of the forest; Jilore 
CFA (2009) covering the north-western portion of the forest; Sokoke (2013) covering the 
southern portion of the forest.  
 

 
Each CFA has developed its own Participatory Management Plan (PMP) as follows: 
 
Gede (2012-2016) –14/6/2012 
Sokoke (2013-2017) –19/9/2013 

Jilore (2014-2018) –10/10/2014 
 
The main objectives of PFM are to: 
a) Conserve biodiversity while enhancing people’s livelihoods and; 
b) Ensure the sustainable use of our forests. 
 
While each PMP was detailed and in depth, with a lot or research and effort put into 
developing each document, the implementation of each plan by each CFA has been limited. 
The reasons for this are: 
 
a) Time passed while the Management Agreements were written and approved, delaying the 

start of each PMP. 
b) Lack of funding for the large number of activities set out in the PMPs. 
c) Lack of capacity within each CFA to implement the PMP. 

 

2.3 FOREST ZONATION 
In order to efficiently manage the Forest, including the usage by forest adjacent community 

members, simple Land Use Zonation is necessary. The following zones were developed in 

2002 as a guide and require to be continuously developed in association with ASFMT 

members over the next five years.  

Map 6: Proposed Forest Management Zones within Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 

50. (1) A community forest association that has been granted permission to participate in the 

management or conservation of a forest association may, with the approval of the Director-

General, assign any or all its rights under a management agreement to a suitably qualified agent 

on mutually agreed terms. (The Forest Conservation Management Act No34 0f 2016) 

 

56. (1) The Service may, whenever circumstances private sector and make it necessary or 

appropriate to do so, invite the private involvement sector to participate in the sustainable 

management of forests under their jurisdiction. (2) The Service may issue authorisations for 

forestry activities in form of— (a) a permit; (b) a timber licence; (c) a special use licence; (d) a 

contract; (e) a joint management agreement; or (f) a concession agreement. (3) No authorization 

shall be issued in respect of a forest for which there is a pre-existing authorization, except on terms 

mutually agreed upon by all the parties involved. (The Forest Conservation Management Act No34 

of 2016) 
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*NOTE: Over the next five years, once the zones have been confirmed, the physical 

demarcation of the different zones within the forest using community members and 

coloured stakes/signs/flags would be a productive exercise.  

2.3.1 Non Extractive Zone 

Areas of forest lying furthest from villages and which most are most important for bio-
diversity conservation. There will be no extraction of forest products from this zone. Sub-
divided into: 
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a. Biodiversity conservation sub-zone consisting of the most sensitive and important 
biodiversity areas where restricted access will be allowed only for research and study 
purposes. 

b. Eco-tourism sub zone where greater access for eco-tourism and awareness raising will 
be permitted. 

 

2.3.2 Subsistence Zone 

Forest areas lying closest to villages and most heavily used by villagers for their subsistence 
forest product needs. 
 
Community use sub-zone from which the collection of a range of locally required forest 
products will be permitted. 
 
Non-timber Forest Products sub-zone from which a more limited range of products only can 
be utilized by commercial (particularly non-timber forest products, such as medicinal plants). 

 

2.3.3 Commercial Zone 

A very small zone consisting of established plantations within the forest. These will continue 
to be managed only for timber, pole and fuel wood production and will not be extended 
further. 
 

2.3.4 Intervention Zone  

An area lying entirely outside the forest boundary and mostly consisting of private land. 
Communities in this area will be supported in carrying out activities which give livelihood 
benefits as well as contributing to forest conservation. 
 

2.4  CONSERVATION CHALLENGES 
The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest has for many year faced many conservation challenges. Rural 

communities living next to the forest have exploited it for their livelihoods for centuries. 

Exploitation has become unsustainable during the last 60 to 70 years. Major threats to the 

conservation of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest include illegal exploitation for timber, woodcarving, 

building poles, firewood and charcoal and pressure to excise portions of the forest for 

settlement and land speculation. Human/wildlife conflict, particularly crop raiding by 

elephants, was a major concern to forest adjacent communities until an elephant proof electric 

fence was erected by Kenya Wildlife Service. 

The essential problem facing the management of Arabuko-Sokoke forest is the ongoing 

degradation of the forest resources by the forest adjacent communities around the forest. The 

main cause of forest exploitation is due to poverty and limited livelihood options. Pressure 

due to population growth is the greatest threat to the forest and species within it. 

In the past it has been stated that only 5% of the forest adjacent community members are 
actively involved in income generation activities around the forest. Adjacent dwellers have 
over the years entered the forest to supplement firewood or meat in order to combat poverty, 
rather than utilizing the forest as income generation and sustainable long term benefit. 
 
Participatory Forest Management (PFM) strategies introduced by Kenya Forest Service have 

been made on the realization that legalizing access to natural resources and including the 

forest adjacent community in the benefits of the resources adds to the value of the forest 

through ownership and income benefits.  
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Many studies have been conducted over the years that have identified major threats to the 

forest. Extensive licensed logging has occurred in the forest, with noticeable negative effects 

on wildlife species and those in bird are documented (Fanshawe 1995). Licensed selective 

logging has occurred for years on a smaller scale, along with licensed collection of dead 

wood for fuel. Both these practices have proven difficult to police. Regular illegal logging of 

valuable trees continues to be a major problem. Brachylaena huillensis, which is preferred for 

the carving and construction industry, has been severely affected, as have timber species such 

as Pleurostylia africana. Illegal hunting, mainly of duiker and elephant shrews, is today still 

evident by the lack of wildlife species observed in the forst. Studies in the 1990s had already 

identified the threats (see FitzGibbon et al. 1995, Kanga 1996). 

 
Table 2: Summary of Threats and Source of Threats to the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 

THREATS SOURCE OF THREAT 

Illegal logging • Individuals in the business of 
commercial wood products 

Charcoaling • Community members living against 
the forest 

Illegal wood carving • Commercial carvers 

Illegal offtake of commercial firewood • Community members living against 
the forest and middlemen 

Poaching of small wildlife for subsistence 
use 

• Community members living against 
the forest 

Poaching of small wildlife for commercial 
use 

• Community members living against 
the forest and middlemen 

Extraction of plants • Community members living against 
the forest and middlemen 

Extraction of butterflies • Community members living against 
the forest and middlemen 

Extraction of wildlife • Community members living against 
the forest and middlemen 

Poaching of elephants • Community members living against 
the forest and middlemen 

Large scale commercial mining • Politicians, businessmen and 
companies 

Pressure to de-gazette the forest to 
agriculture 

• Politicians and the surrounding 
communities 

 

SECTION 3: BOUNDARY PARTNERS, STRATEGIC PARTNERS 

AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS 
 

The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest draws an interest from many stakeholders, from near and far.  In 
order to clarify how FoASF interacts with each of these stakeholders they have been 
separated into the following categories: 
 
Boundary Partners: Boundary Partners are those individuals, groups, or organizations with 
whom the FoASF interacts with directly and with whom the FoASF can anticipate 
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opportunities for influence within the management of the Forest and the behaviour of the 
community members around the Forest. These actors are called Boundary Partners because, 
even though the program will work with them to effect change, it does not control them. The 
power to influence change within the Forest rests with them. The FoASF facilitates the 
process by providing access to new resources, ideas, or opportunities for a certain period of 
time. 
 
Strategic Partners: Strategic Partners are more distant organizations or individuals that have 
a vested interest in the Forest, and with whom FoASF might choose to partner with in order 
to achieve a selected goal (i.e funding through a proposal; partnering to build a Visitor 
Centre; partnering to promote the Forest; increasing access to the Forest for school trips).  
Strategic partners are more ‘distant’ than Boundary Partners – they are fellow supporters of 
the Forest but do not have direct influence in the Forest. Strategic Partners may include 
donors, educational groups and or supportive organizations with which FoASF may be able 
to form a relationship in order to enhance the future of the Forest. 
 
Other Stakeholders: Other Stakeholders are by no means less important to the Forest. These 
include all the other individuals, groups, or organizations that play a role in the Forest, or 
have an interest in the Forest. Boundary Partners might interact with certain ‘Other 
Stakeholders’, but FoASF will not have direct interaction with Other Stakeholders. 
 

3.1 BOUNDARY PARTNERS 

3.1.1 Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team (ASFMT) 

The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team is the group of leaders responsible for 
management of the Forest. FoASF is a member of this team and is committed to fully 
supporting fellow team members in the journey to managing and protecting the Forest. 
 
The ASFMT is a key Boundary Partner as this is where FoASF can have great influence and 
input into the management decisions of the Forest. As the Primary Boundary Partner FoASF 
will strive to give the Management Team full support where able and to work closely with all 
members of the Team in the quarterly meetings and in practical application of activities in the 
Forest. 
 

3.1.2 Kenya Forest Service (KFS) 

The Kenya Forest Service is the custodian of the Forest, and therefore a key Boundary 
Partner as a member of the Management Team and as daily managers and decision makers in 
Forest activities. 
 
FoASF will work very closely with the three zonal Forest Officers, and the Conservator of 
Forests in Kilifi, updating the KFS of planned and completed activities, while meeting 
regularly and supporting the Annual Work Plan of KFS in the Forest and the ongoing 
implementation of the 25 year Management Plan. 
 
All activities planned and conducted in the Forest must be carried out with the approval and 
awareness of the Conservator of Forests. In working closely with KFS, FoASF will have an 
opportunity to assist, encourage and influence decisions relating to effective management of 
the Forest. 
 
An MOU between FoASF and KFS will be developed to guide roles and responsibilities 
between KFS and FoASF, and KWS. 
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3.1.3 Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS): 

The Kenya Wildlife Service is responsible for the wildlife in the Forest and has invested 
considerable time and resources in protecting the elephants and other wildlife of the Forest. 
Working closely with KFS, KWS officers and rangers patrol the forest and surrounding areas, 
while also working with the communities around the Forest. 
 
Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest has a good working relationship with the KWS teams in 
the Forest and has supported the work of KWS in the Forest in many forms. KWS is a key 
Boundary Partner because of the responsibility of KWS to protect the wildlife in the forest 
and as a key partner FoASF are able to support the patrols carried out by KWS. 
 
FoASF will liase with the Senior Warden allocated to the Forest, with all activities relating to 
KWS planned and conducted with the awareness and approval of the KWS Senior Warden.  
 
An MOU between FoASF and KWS will be developed to guide roles and responsibilities 
between KWS and FoASF, and KFS. 
 

3.1.4 National Museums of Kenya (NMK) 

National Museums of Kenya are less involved in the daily management of the Forest. 

However they have a vested interest in the Forest due to its historical value and bio-diversity. 

NMK has been the Chair of the Management Team for the past years. 

FoASF view NMK as a key Boundary Partner in the Forest and will be looking to partner 

with Museums in areas such as eco-tourism; highlighting some of the sights of interest in the 

forest and working with the Guides and Guide Training. 

An MOU will be developed should any formal partnership with NMK develop. 

3.1.5 Kenya Forestry Research Institute (KEFRI) 

The Kenya Forestry Research Institute is a member of the Management Team and plays a 

significant role in research relating to trees in the forest. While less likely to have much 

involvement with FoASF outside of the Management Team, FoASF identifies KEFRI as a 

key Boundary Partner in relation to research and discovery in the Forest. Should FoASF 

create a link with Pwani University in Kilifi, it will be KEFRI staff who facilitate and direct 

any forest related research and ensure that the researchers are guided in their work and results 

of the research feed back into the Forest management. 

An MOU will be developed should any formal partnership with KEFRI develop. 

3.1.6 Community Forest Associations (CFAs) 

Community Forest Associations have been established since the 2005 Act. There are three; 
one in each sector of the Forest. Each CFA represents a group of forest adjacent communities 
who are registered as an association under the Societies Act (Cap 108) and who are resident 
in an area close to the Forest boundary. The CFAs work with User Groups that have diverse 
potential through activities that include microfinance, dairy farming, beekeeping, butterfly 
farming and many others, but all have an objective that is forest conservation related. 
 
Community Forest Associations are the means through which KFS interacts with the forest 
adjacent community. Any activities carried out in relation these community members must 
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include KFS and the Sector CFA. The CFA will be responsible for interacting directly with 
User Groups. 
 

3.1.7 Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Guides Association (ASFGA) 

The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Guides Association is a User Group that has been around since 

the 1990s and has received varied support from Forest partners in the form of training. There 

are about eight active, trained guides working in the Forest. FoASF is well placed to work 

with Strategic Partners alongside the Guides and facilitate them in their work in raising the 

quality of the visitor experience in the Forest. 

3.2  STRATEGIC PARTNERS 

Strategic Partners are organizations or individuals that Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 

may identify as possible partners who can support or add value to the planned programmes of 

FoASF in the Forest. Partners will be identified and approached with very specific 

relationships in mind. Some of the possible Strategic Partners are outlined below, but this list 

may change over time as relationships are formed. 

3.2.1 Bird Life International 

The BirdLife Africa Partnership has identified more than 1250 sites of importance for birds 
and biodiversity (Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas) throughout the African continent 
and surrounding islands. Through a broad agenda focusing on birds and other biodiversity, 
and the protection and management of Important Bird Areas, Bird Life Partners in Africa are 
involved in research, conservation action, environmental education, sustainable development, 
and poverty alleviation. Bird Life first became involved in the Forest in 1994. 
 

3.2.2 A Rocha  

A Rocha began work in the forest started with scientific research work - surveys of 
threatened species, especially birds, but also work on arthropods, elephant impact, illegal 
activity levels and status in the forest. 
 
Arabuko-Sokoke Schools & Eco-Tourism Scheme (ASSETS), which supports children living 
near the forest through four years of secondary school with funds raised through eco-tourism, 
donations and any other innovative source. A Rocha to date has supported over 550 children 
through school - with a number going on to university. The bursaries are called 'eco-bursaries' 
as they are closely linked to conservation action. Parents have formed an association they call 
'Muvera wa ASSETS' with which A Rocha works closely. 
 
As part of a wider conservation work and partly linked to ASSETS, A Rocha is also involved 
in ecotourism activities - improving tourist experience, working with KWS/KFS in improving 
facilities. A Rocha built the tree platform at Arabuko Swamp in 2003, but due to fees being 
charged by KWS for A Rocha staff entrance fees to go and maintain the nature trail and 
platform, A Rocha was forced to abandon it. In 1999/2000 A Rocha helped in producing the 
guide book at the time as well as training guides (for the start of ASSETS a 3-month 
professional training with 20 was completed). 
 
A Rocha is currently in discussion with KFS to developing a proposal for developing eco-

tourism further in the forest including a building and managing a Visitor Centre for them.  

A Rocha works with schools around the forest with an Environmental Education programme. 
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A Rocha has opportunities for volunteers to join different activities in and around the Forest 

(surveys, school visits, and display boards).  

3.2.3 Nature Kenya  

Nature Kenya, part of the East Africa Natural History Society (EANHS) is Africa’s oldest 
environmental Society, established in 1909 to promote the study and conservation of nature 
in eastern Africa; a non-political and not-for-profit membership Society. 

To achieve this, in 2015 to 2020 Nature Kenya’s focus is on: 

1. Saving species; 
2. Conserving sites and habitats; 
3. Encouraging ecological sustainability; and 
4. Empowering people to support nature. 

FoASF will develop a formal partnership with Nature Kenya and work closely with Nature 
Kenya to complement work in and around the Forest. Nature Kenya presently focuses in 
areas such as Energy Savings; Wildlife Clubs; tree planting with KEFRI; Policy; County 
Government; Enterprise. 

3.2.4 Arabuko–Sokoke Forest Adjacent Dwellers Association (ASFADA) 

ASFADA was established prior to the 2005 Forest Act and at one time had 3,563 members 

and is involved in activities such as butterfly farming, beekeeping, tree planting and 

ecotourism, with help from Nature Kenya and the Community Development Trust Fund. 

Following the 2005 Forest Act, in which CFAs were established in order to represent the 

adjacent communities, ASFADA has claimed to be the ‘umbrella’ organization working with 

the three CFAs and user groups. Its roles include; lobbying, conflict management, fund-

raising, negotiating with the KFS during most of the meetings, initiating rural development 

and forestry development activities, and developing systems that are introducing equity 

principles and addressing the needs of the poor and disadvantaged members of the 

community.  

The local people, through ASFADA and Nature Kenya, sought the funding to erect an 

elephant fence to reduce wildlife-human conflicts, especially crop losses due to elephant raids 

on farms stretching some 10 km on the eastern side of the forest within the mixed forest PFM 

zone (Matiku P, Caleb M, Callistus O, 2013). 

ASFADA, with funds from the EU, built and manages the Jamii Villas, where visitors can 
stay or have a meal. 
 

3.2.5 BioKen Snake Farm  

Bio-Ken Snake Farm is all about reptiles, especially snakes and snake bites. Located less than 
5 minutes from the hotels of Watamu it houses the largest collection of snakes in East Africa. 
Bio-Ken conducts awareness to communities as well as tourists, and has a close affiliation 
with Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. FoASF may partner with Bio-Ken in order to bring the added 
interest of snakes and reptiles to the Forest’s visitor experience. 
 

3.2.6 Wonders of Watamu 

Wonders of Watamu promotes Watamu and its surrounding attractions to visitors. Wonders 
of Watamu is all about providing the best visitor experience to tourists and travelers coming 
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to the Watamu area, including the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. FoASF may partner with 
Wonders of Watamu in developing a Forest Experience for visitors during their stay in 
Watamu. 
 

3.2.7 Wildlife Clubs of Kenya 

WCK is a training and research programme of the wildlife clubs of Kenya (WCK). The 
centre was launched in response to the challenges posed by the increasing demands of 
sustainable tourism development in the country as well as contributing to the career 
development needs of WCK student members. 

WCK sets out to empower Kenyans with conservation knowledge. Their mission is to 
provide conservation education to the youths and support wildlife clubs through training, 
information sharing and advocacy and to succeed in the following objectives;  

• To spread interest and knowledge about wildlife and the environment among the people 

of Kenya in particular and East Africa in general. 

• In this way, to make them aware of the great economic, cultural and aesthetic value of 

natural resources. 

• To develop a better understanding of the need to conserve national resources for the 

benefit of the nation and its people. 

 

3.2.8 Local Ocean Trust  

Local Ocean Trust is engaged in the protection and conservation of mangrove forests in Mida 

Creek. Frequent mangrove surveys are conducted. Conservation efforts include, but are not 

limited to, carrying out mangrove replanting days with school students both from local and 

international schools, local community groups and our education programme. Eco-tourism in 

the mangrove forests has provided an alternative income to local communities, enabling them 

to see the benefits of protecting this magnificent and crucial habitat.  

• Continued monitoring and assessment of replanted areas and replanted seedlings. 

• Further developing strategies to effectively rehabilitate degraded mangroves. 

• Continue supporting and encouraging the community to make sufficient time to 

participate in conservation. 

• Advocating for proper management and sustainable usage of mangrove forests. 

3.2.9 Watamu Marine Association  

Watamu Marine Association was formed in 2007 through a mutual acknowledgement of the 

problems and a desire to resolve conflicts and show that by working together we can secure 

the future of Watamu as a natural asset for all and for shared economic prosperity. 

A non-profit, voluntary organisation bringing together a diverse membership of groups and 

organisations primarily to benefit the community, protect the environment and promote 

quality tourism. 

Watamu Marine Association aims to support and develop sustainable tourist activity in the 

Watamu area, which will benefit the local community with an income through eco-tourism. 
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3.3 OTHER STAKEHOLDERS 

3.3.1 Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources 

The Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources is responsible for all matters in Kenya 
relating to the environment with a vision of a clean, healthy, safe and sustainably managed 
environment and Natural resources, a mission to facilitate good governance in the 
protection, restoration, conservation, development and management of the environment and 
natural resources for equitable and sustainable development, and a mandate to protect, 
conserve and manage the environment and natural resources for socio-economic 
development. 

The following semi-autonomous government agencies fall under the Ministry: National 
Environment Management Authority (NEMA); Kenya Water Towers Agency (KWTA); 
Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS); Kenya Forest Service (KFS) and Kenya Forest Research 
Institute (KEFRI). 

3.3.2 Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI)  

The Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI) is the national institution bringing 
together research programmes in food crops, horticultural and industrial crops, livestock and 
range management, land and water management, and socio-economics. KARI promotes 
sound agricultural research, technology generation and dissemination to ensure food security 
through improved productivity and environmental conservation. 

By act of parliament the Kenya Agricultural & Livestock Research 

Organisation (KALRO) was established in 2013. It merged with KARI, Coffee Research 
Foundation, Tea Research Foundation and the Kenya Sugar Research Foundation and has 
oversight of 18 research institutes. 

3.3.3 National Environment Management Authority (NEMA) 

The National Environment Management Authority (NEMA) is responsible for the 

environment impact assessments and Environmental audits of any development that may 

affect the environment. NEMA is the custodian of the environmental policy. 

3.3.4 County Government 
The County Government has the following roles in relation to Arabuko-Sokoke Forest: 

a) Enforce law and order  
b) Help community in advice and security  
c) Provision of enabling political goodwill  
d) Conflict resolution at community level  
e) Training/Technical Support 
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f) Funding 

 
Definition of County Forests: Forests on land which at the effective date was un-alienated 
government land as defined by an Act of Parliament in force at the effective date; forests on 
land transferred to the State by way of sale, reversion or surrender; forests on land in respect 
of which no individual or community ownership can be established by any legal process; 
forests on land in respect of which no heir can be identified by any legal process; and forests 
on land lawfully held by a county government in trust for the people resident in the county. 
 

3.3.5 Kilifi County Natural Resource Network 

This is a network of environmental organizations working in Kilifi County that meet 

periodically and shares together issues around conservation in the County. 

3.3.6 Village Dwellers Forest Conservation Committee (VDFCC) 

The VDFCCs are forest adjacent community committees made up of User Group members 

that are set up in order to represent and coordinate the User Groups at the community level on 

behalf of the responsible CFAs and KFS. When a meeting of a particular User Group is 

called, for example firewood User Group, the VDFCC is the responsible body for calling all 

firewood User Group members under that CFA together for meetings, training and 

discussions. 

3.3.7 User Groups 

User Groups are classified as any group of individuals formal or informal who collect, 

harvest or utilise any part or product from a forest for subsistence or commercial purposes.  

There are over 52 villages that are directly adjacent to the 100 kilometer perimeter of the 
forest. Interventions are undertaken in the villages in the five kilometer buffer around the 
forest. The human population is estimated to be well over 300,000 with an average of 15 
persons per household. The main ethnic group in the area is the Giriama.  
 
Today the forest adjacent community is mostly small scale subsistence farmers who utilise 
the forest to support some of their livelihood requirements. Agriculture is the main source of 
livelihood but is very limited in potential. The main crops grown outside the forest are maize, 
cassava and beans. Locally grown cash crops include coconut, mango, cashew-nut and 

Forestry Functions of the County Government 

21. (1) Each County Government — (a) shall implement national policies on forest 

management and conservation; (b) shall manage all forests on public land defined under 

Article 62(2) of the Constitution; (c) shall prepare an annual report, with the approval of 

the County Assembly, for the Service on the activities of the county government in 

relation to this Act and any national policies on forest management and conservation; (d) 

shall promote afforestation activities in the county; (e) shall advice and assist 

communities and individuals in the management of community forests or private forests; 

and (f) may enter into joint management agreements with communities or individuals for 

the management of community forests or private forests. (2) A county assembly may 

enact legislation for the better carrying into effect of the provisions of this section. (3) The 

Service may if requested, collaborate, partner or offer assistance to the County 

Government for the better carry out the provisions of this Act. (The Forest Conservation 

Management Act No34 0f 2016) 
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sesame. Farmers have attempted dairy farming, but to a small extent due to the climatic 
challenges.  
 
A number of User Groups exist around the Forest, with a variety of income generating 
activities reliant upon the Forest. Examples of some of the User Group activities include: 
  
Firewood; one of the main User Group activities is the collection of dry firewood for 

domestic use. Recently users have been making this a commercial operation which has 

resulted in too great an offtake of firewood from the Forest. As a result KFS has closed down 

the collection of firewood in the Forest until a monitored system is in place and permits are 

issued through the User Groups. 

Butterfly Farming: select members of the adjacent community are involved in butterfly 

faming. This involves rearing and breeding butterflies in order to harvest pupae and ship 

them overseas.  From 1993-2003 it is estimated the community has earned an estimated US$ 

700,000 from butterflies (Gordon and Ayiemba, 2004). However, there is a risk of the 

butterflies being overexploited due to lack of monitoring of the offtake of butterflies from the 

forest. The KIPEPEO project has been very successful and demonstrated that adjacent 

communities are able to make an income from non-timber forest products such as butterflies.  

Beekeeping: there are a number of unrelated bee-keeping projects around the forest. Some 

community members have set up bee-keeping businesses and are supplementing their 

incomes with bee products. Presently it is unclear how many Beekeeping User Groups there 

are. A review of the marketing and processing of the honey is needed. 

Tree Planting: the community has in the past been encouraged to be active in planting within 

their land. Plantations outside of the forest not only provide the community members with 

income and building materials but they are also relieving the pressure on the forest to supply 

the building materials and firewood for adjacent communities. In order for tree planting to be 

successful water is an essential item. 

Aloe vera farming: Indigenous Aloe species have many health benefits and can be harvested, 
grown and sold. It is unclear how many adjacent communities have made a market in the aloe 
business, or how many are doing so at present.  
 
Herbalists: there are traditional herbalists living next to the Forest who use the plants in the 
Forest to create traditional medicines in the communities around the Forest. It is unknown 
how many traditional herbalists are in operation. 
 
Wild Fruit: there have been groups in the past who have collected wild fruits from the Forest. 
It is unknown whether there are any groups conducting this activity at present. 
 
Silk: there have been groups in the past who have collected silk from the Forest. It is 
unknown whether there are any groups conducting this activity at present. 
 
Eco-tourism: This group is involved in providing accommodation outside the Forest, with the 

option of guests entering the Forest. It does not include Guides and it is unclear at present 

which Eco-tourism User Groups exist.  
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3.3.8 Local Residents 

There are many local residents in the proximity of the Forest who do not benefit from the 

Forest or have a direct interest in the Forest. It is from this group that future support and 

visitor numbers may be available should the Forest be threatened or the Forest become a 

major attraction. 

3.3.9 Tourists  

Watamu and Mida Creek are tourist destinations and it is hoped that visitors to Watamu and 

the surrounding areas including, Mtwapa, Mombasa and Malindi are able to visit the Forest. 

3.3.10 Educational Groups 

There are many educational groups, additional to schools, from along the coast, Nairobi and 

overseas that may visit the Forest for educational purposes.  

3.3.11 Universities and Schools 

Universities and Schools, particularly Pwani Univesity in Kilifi, have an interest in visiting 

the Forest on field trips and research activities. 

3.3.12 Commercial Users  

There are commercial loggers who have a vested interest in harvesting legal wood from the 

Forest. Legal offtake of wood products/logging is managed by KFS in an environmentally 

sensitive manner. 

3.3.13 Institute of Law and Environmental Governance (ILEG) 

ILEG is a leading not-for-profit public interest policy research and advocacy organization 

based in Nairobi, Kenya. It seeks to enlarge policy choices for sustainable development in 

Kenya through policy and legal research, advocacy and training in the field of environmental 

governance. ILEG uses governance tools and principles to foster sustainable and equitable 

management of natural resources and subscribes to the view that laws and policies must be 

developed and implemented with the active participation of those who will be most directly 

affected by them. Towards fulfilling its mission, ILEG has formed partnerships with 

governmental agencies, private sector, universities, research institutions, community-based 

organizations (CBOs) as well as national and international non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs).  

3.3.14 National Alliance of Forest Associations (NAOFA) 

NAOFA is a community alliance registered under the societies Act in 2005 to act as a focal 

point for all Community Forest Associations (CFAs) in Kenya. The aim is to collectively 

support CFAs in addressing sustainable management and utilization of forest resources in 

Kenya. The activities of the society include linking member associations, the government and 

other stakeholders, advocating for community recognition as primary stakeholders and 

beneficiaries in natural resource management, supporting and facilitating member 

associations in developing management plans and agreements with the authorities, building 

the capacity of member associations on policy and legislation matters in Natural Resources 

Management, lobbying for sustainable management and use of natural resources by all 

stakeholders, facilitating effective networking and collaboration among organizations and 

supporting community-based monitoring and evaluation of natural resources and 

dissemination of information among stakeholders. 
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Map 7: Population density surrounding Arabuko-Sokoke Forest (2002) 
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SECTION 4: FRIENDS OF ARABUKO-SOKOKE FOREST 
 

4.1 BACKGROUND 
The Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest (FoASF) was launched in 1999 as a Working Group 
of Nature Kenya. A gathering of local residents who had a passion, a vision and who were 
actively involved in the Forest. On 16 May 2001 a CBO was formed. The original 
Constitution summarized the four main Objectives as follows; 
 
1) To create a network of concerned and interested people who will offer support and 

technical advice for the continued conservation of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 
2) To establish a strong link with the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team. 
3) To raise awareness about Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 
4) To collect funds that can be used directly to support the conservation and management of 

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 

Established in 1999 as a support and voice to the Forest, FoASF held its first AGM in 2000 at 
Turtle Bay beach club. In 2000 the first Visitors Guide was published by Tanzi Bliss, and in 
2001 FoASF held the second AGM.  

On 14 February 2003 FoASF held a special meeting to discuss entrance fees as KWS had 
taken on that role. On 22 February 2003 FoASF held its 3rd AGM. On 23 February 2006 A-
Rocha recommended for FoASF to be a subcommittee to Nature Kenya. FoASF was active 
until 2007, when due to a number of policy changes relating to the Forest the focus 
diminished and FoASF became inactive. 

In 2014 a company called CAMAC Energy (now Erin Energy) announced that they were 
planning two transects across the forest to conduct seismic surveys for oil and gas.  It was this 
scare that prompted some past members of the Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest to re-
launch.  Lead by Nature Kenya a meeting took place on 20 September 2014, and a revival 
meeting took place at Turtle Bay Hotel on 24 February 2015 when a working group was 
established, and a full re-launch took place at the AGM on 30 March 2016 where it was 
decided to protect this unique and internationally renowned forest. 

Between March 2016 and June 2017 FoASF Committee has met regularly and made strides 
towards becoming an active and effective partner of the Forest Management (KFS/KWS). As 
FoASF grows and plans for the future this Operations Plan has been composed in August 
2017 to guide and direst the activities of FoASF within the framework of the KFS, KWS and 
other parties involved in the Forest. 

State Forests in Kenya are managed by Kenya Forest Service, which has a clear mandate as 
to how to carry out its role, guided by many Acts, the latest of which was published in March 
2017. In recognition that Kenya Forest Service hold the national mandate to care for and 
manage Kenya’s forests, the Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest has aligned its future plans to 
provide full support to the existing strategic plans, management plans and annual work plans 
that have been put in place to guide KFS and its partners in managing the Forest. 
 
In February 2002 the Strategic Forest Management Plan 2002–2027, prepared by the 
Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team came into being, after 18 months of preparation. 
It is this Strategic Forest Management Plan that guides the management activities in the 
Forest. Within each sector of the Forest the three Community Forest Associations (CFAs) 
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have developed five-year management plans and Kenya Forest Service conducts daily 
activities based off of a one year work-plan.  
 
The Committee of Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest has identified the need for the 
organization to expand and grow beyond a working group of Nature Kenya. With this Friends 
of Arabuko-Sokoke will be registered as a Company Limited by Guarantee. This will then 
classify Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest as a stand-alone not-for profit organization, 
within the grander family of Civil Society Organizations. Once clearly defined as a ‘Civil 
Society Organization’ Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke can then operate within the guidelines of 
the Forest Conservation and Management Act no 34 of 2016 as a stakeholder interested in the 
future of the Forest. 
 
The concept of civil society goes back many centuries in Western thinking with its roots in 

Ancient Greece. The modern idea of civil society emerged in the 18th Century, influenced by 

political theorists from Thomas Paine to George Hegel, who developed the notion of civil 

society as a domain parallel to but separate from the states (Cerothers, 1999). The 90s 

brought about renewed interest in civil society, as the trend towards democracy opened up 

space for civil society and the need to cover increasing gaps in social services created by 

structural adjustment and other reforms in developing countries. How is civil society as we 

know it today defined and what are some of its key elements?  

“Civil society is a sphere of social interaction between the household (family) and the state 

which is manifested in the norms of community cooperative, structures of voluntary 

association and networks of public communication … norms are values of trust, reciprocity, 

tolerance and inclusion, which are critical to cooperation and community problem solving, 

structure of association refers to the full range of informal and formal organization through 

which citizens pursue common interests” (Veneklasen, 1994).  

“Civil society is composed of autonomous associations which develop a dense, diverse and 

pluralistic network. As it develops, civil society will consist of a range of local groups, 

specialized organizations and linkages between them to amplify the corrective voices of civil 

society as a partner in governance and the market” (Connor, 1999).  

The key features of successful civil societies which emanate from various definitions include 

the following: separation from the state and the market; formed by people who have common 

needs, interests and values like tolerance, inclusion, cooperation and equality; and 

development through a fundamentally endogenous and autonomous process which cannot 

easily be controlled from outside. The experience of developing countries highlights a wide 

range of such organizations, from large registered formal bodies to informal local 

organizations, the latter being far more numerous and less visible to outsiders. These include 

traditional organizations (e.g. religious organizations and modern groups and organizations, 

mass movements and action groups, political parties, trade and professional associations, 

non-commercial organizations and community based organizations). Civil society should not 

be equated to non-government organizations (NGOS). NGOs are a part of civil society 

though they play an important and sometimes leading role in activating citizen participation 

in socio-economic development and politics and in shaping or influencing policy. Civil 

society is a broader concept, encompassing all organizations and associations that exist 

outside the state and the market. 
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4.2 VISION AND MISSION STATEMENTS 
 

VISION STATEMENT: the biodiversity of the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest, Kilifi County, Kenya, is 
vibrant, abundant and secure. The long-term value of the Forest is recognized by local community 
members, management and partner organizations. The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team
ASFMT) is a cohesive team working together to protect the Forest. The human population living adjacent 
to the Forest is well informed, involved and engaged in Forest matters. Recognizing historical support 
and lessons learned, along with participation from community members and support from Strategic 
Partners, practical, realistic and effective interventions are applied, making a difference to the welfare 
adjacent communities and the wellbeing of the biodiversity of the forest. Legal access to the forest, 
practical education, and livelihood activities have markedly improved the relationship between the Forest 
and the adjacent community. Households living adjacent to the Forest appreciate and understand the value 
of the Forest. The need to hunt animals for meat, to cut down trees and to make charcoal has ceased, 
contributing to a community that lives in harmony with the Forest environment and its wildlife. Adjacent 
community members are involved in Forest activities and earning through legal livelihoods and job
opportunities that have arisen due to the successful long-term survival of the Forest. In essence the 
Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is appreciated and protected, and the adjacent communities living beside the 
Forest are better fed, healthier and wealthier; advocates for their Forests’ long-term future. 
 
MISSION STATEMENT: Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest will commit to providing support to the 

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team, KFS, KWS and Boundary Partners.  Friends of Arabuko-

Sokoke Forest will contribute with effective, efficient and relevant activities with focus on its identified 

programme areas. Emphasis will be given to Protection, Lobbying and Eco-tourism in partnership with 

KFS and KWS, Boundary Partners and Strategic Partners. Other Programmes will be applied according 

to Capacity, funding and the approval of KWS and KWS. 

Areas requiring practical support will be identified through participation and conversation with the Forest 

Management Team; clearly defined agreements of action will be written down in MOUs; ideas and 

technical assistance will be introduced gradually and strategically, ensuring open communication and 

participation with lead management authorities, and an understanding from community of the benefits of 

taking care of the Forest together.  

OUTCOME CHALLENGE:  the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team is actively engaged in 

making good management decisions. The Management Team recognises the importance of engaging with 

key partners within the Forest as well as the adjacent community representatives. Management Team 

members work well together and contribute constructively to the decision making process. The 

Management Team is able to clearly plan and articulate strategies for management of the Forest and 

relating communities that are relevant to their context and needs. Efficient, effective and relevant 

management of the Forest is ongoing, in partnership with fellow Management Team members. External 

technical support is called upon as appropriate. The Management Team members are champions for 

environmentally friendly, innovative concepts in and around the Forest.  They are passionate about the 

Forest and its wildlife and motivate others in the community to support the long-term sustainability of 

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. As a result the following trends will be seen: 

1. Increased numbers of small mammals due to reduced poaching and effective patrols. 

2. Zero illegal logging cases due to tough measures on illegal logging. 

3. Increased tourist visits due to quality attractions and efficient ticketing. 

4. A sense of ownership of the Forest from adjacent communities due to legal benefits. 
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED 
Over the years many projects have been conducted in and around the Forest. A few “Lessons 

Learned” have been compiled in paper A Stitch in Time; Community Empowerment to Conserve 
Arabuko-Sokoke Forest (Balozi B. Kirongo, Tito Mbuvi and Simon Wairungu). 
 

Some Simple Lessons Learned from Past Projects: 

1. Empower locals (facilitation, awareness and relevant education) so that the rural poor 
can manage resources by and for themselves. 

2. Seek to build upon foundations set up by previous projects and/or local government 
departments in their respective areas of coverage. 

3. Take sustainability very seriously. Communities must be involved through existing 
CFAs with relevant government departments being involved in brainstorming, strategy 
setting, so that the communities can be able to continue with the activities once the projects 
wind up. 

4. Coordination of project activities should transgress across location and sub-county 

boundaries to increase efficiency of resource use and/or update innovations being 
introduced to the communities. 

5. Local research on social structures, including related natural resource management as 
well as various on-farm forestry interventions should form an integral part of poverty 
alleviation initiatives. In particular, a dual and participatory approach to research involving 
the communities from the planning, designing and execution (a shift in emphasis from the 
researcher to the farmer i.e. locals learning by doing) should form a cornerstone to prepare 
local communities to be able to design and manage their own interventions after the project. 

6. Few projects are successful in the harnessing of local indigenous knowledge of 
conservation and/or crop production. Identify and build existing capacity through 

appropriate training, field visits and demonstration sites. Government centres can serve 
an important role of establishing on-station demonstration sites where local communities 
can increase their knowledge thus ensuring continuity. 

7. Around Arabuko-Sokoke at least 3 projects have a honeybee-keeping component. There 
is hardly any serious information exchange on what works and does not and/or 
improvements needed, marketing etc. Many other challenging activities exist e.g. tented 
campsites run by locals, mushroom farming, woodlots of fast growing indigenous tree 
species on 30 year rotation, native fruits etc. There is need to strengthen and 

collaboration with other projects, government departments and stakeholders in the 

local area and nationally. This will enable adequate information exchange and reduce 
duplication of activities. 

8. Strategic partnerships between stakeholders should be encouraged. Capacity 

development of the local officers and community leaders is crucial to make them less 
dependent on "imported specialists". Project monitoring and evaluation should consider the 
views of the community/beneficiaries and apply them to future interventions. 
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4.4 A SMART APPROACH TO PROGRAMMING 
Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest will strive to only become involved in interventions with 
partners where a SMART approach is followed. We will apply the following principles to all 
interventions that are supported, funded or facilitated in the Forest and adjacent communities: 
 

 
 
SPECIFIC: who is involved; what do I want to achieve; where will it be done; why am I 
doing it; when are we going to do it; which constraints or requirements do we face?  
MEAURABLE: can we track the progress and measure the outcome? How much; how 
many; how will I know when the job has been accomplished? 
ATTAINABLE: is the goal reasonable enough to be accomplished? How so? Make sure the 
goal is not out of reach or below standard performance. 
RELEVENT: is what we are planning worthwhile and directly related to the Forest 
Protection 
TIME BOUND: have we decided on a timeframe from start to end of this particular 
intervention? 
 

4.5 ARABUKO-SOKOKE STRATEGIC FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN  
Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is a member of the ASFMT (Management Team). The 

seven Programmes (Programme#1-7) of FoASF were developed by the FoASF Committee in 

November 2016 during a one day planning session. The SFMP 2002-2027 was reviewed and 

discussed.  The seven Programmes were developed by the Committee members through open 

and constructive discussion and member input, reviewed and finalised on September 9 2017. 

Each committee member contributed his/her suggestions which have been reflected in the 7 

Programme Tables. Members of FoASF were sent a questionnaire with a wide array of 

questions which gave opportunity for members to play a role in the future plans. A number of 

members responded with very constructive input which has been incorporated throughout the 

Operational Plan. 

The main objectives of the Strategic Forest Management Plan SFMP 2002-2027 are 

summarised in the table immediately below. FoASF planned activities and programmes, align 

with the SFMP. The 3 items highlighted in pale grey below are areas where FoASF will not 

play a role. 
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Table: 3 Strategic Forest Management Plan 2002-2022; Objectives, Strategies and Actions 

 

1.7.1 BIODIVERISTY CONSERVATION 

 

Objective 
To conserve and enhance the unique 
biodiversity of the forest. 
 

Strategy and Action 
o Enhancing understanding and knowledge of the 

forest ecosystem 
o Improving local awareness of biodiversity values 
o Countering external threats and interference 
o Restoring degraded habitats 

 

1.7.2 SUBSISTENCE USE 

 

Objective 
To enhance the sustainable 
livelihoods of the forest adjacent 
community 

Strategy and Action 
o Mitigating the causes of poverty amongst forest 

adjacent communities 
o Developing partnerships between government 

agencies and forest-adjacent communities 
o Developing a systematic approach to local 

utilisation of forest resources 
 

1.7.3 ECO-TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 

 

Objective 

To add value to the forest through 
income and revenue generation and 
improved awareness. 
 

Strategy and actions 

o Increasing sustainable eco-tourism revenues 
o Enhancing community benefits from eco-tourism 
o Increasing the long-term benefits of environmental 

education 
 

1.7.4 PROBLEM ANIMAL MANAGEMENT 

 

Objective 
To reduce and mitigate damage 
caused by wildlife in forest adjacent 
areas and farms while maintaining 
the biodiversity conservation 
importance of the forest. 
 

Strategy and actions 
o Controlling animal movement 
o Improving the effectiveness of patrolling 
o Reducing the impact of animal damage 

 

1.7.5. FOREST PROTECTION 

 

Objective 
To significantly reduce levels of 
illegal extraction of forest products. 
 

Strategy and actions 
o Involving forest-adjacent communities in forest 

protection 
o Improving the effectiveness of patrolling 
o Influencing formulation of appropriate legislation 

 

1.7.6. COMMERCIAL USE 

 

Objective 

To maximize the commercial 
potential of available forest resources 
while ensuring their sustainable use. 

Strategy and actions 

o Utilizing the productive potential of plantations 
o Promoting local involvement in commercial forest 

based activities 
 

1.7.7. INFASTRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT 
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Objective 

To establish and maintain the 
infrastructure necessary to achieve 
the multiple objectives of forest 
management. 
 

Strategy and actions 

o Maintaining the road network 
o Maintaining buildings, services and equipment 
o Developing institutional partnerships to maximize 

the impact and utility of infrastructure 
 

1.7.8. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

 

Objective 
To build an efficient team for the 
management of the forest. 
 

Strategy and actions 
o Developing partnership amongst stakeholders 
o Improving skills for effective forest management 
o Enhancing teams and encouraging team-working 

 

1.7.9. RESEARCH AND MONITORING 

 

Objective 
To obtain improved understanding of 
the forest and its usage for better 
management and monitoring 
 

Strategy and actions 
o Improving evaluation of the biodiversity 

importance of the forest 
o Enhancing sustainable use of the forest by local 

communities 
o Improving production and management of the 

forest for commercial use 
o Improving tourism impacts and benefits for the 

community 
o Improving problem animal control mitigation 
o Improving strategies in forest protection 
o Carrying out general research and monitoring 

 

 

4.6 PROGRAMMES 
Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke has identified a wide range of possible activities in support of the 

ASFMT, and particularly KFS and KWS in achieving their goals laid out in the Strategic 

Forest Management Plan 2002-2027 (SFMP).  

The Programmes that have been identified and laid out in detail in the tables below provide a 

full portfolio of programmes that Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke have identified as possible 

areas where a supporting role can be provided in the management of the Forest. It is 

important to note that the application of these programmes is dependent on a number of 

factors: 

1. Need/desire from Kenya Forest Service for support in targeted areas: as Kenya 

Forest Service is the primary custodian of the Forest, any activities in partnership with 

KFS will have to be discussed, approved and summarised as addendums in a 

Memorandum of Understanding. 

2. Need/desire from Kenya Wildlife Service for support in targeted areas: as Kenya 

Wildlife Service is the primary custodian of wildlife in the Forest, any activities in 

partnership with KWS will have to be discussed, approved and summarised as 

addendums in a Memorandum of Understanding. 

3. Available Funding: funding is necessary to make the Programmes and their activities 

a reality. Where funding is available for approved activities, progress will be made. 
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Where funding has not been achieved and there is a strong need from KFS and KWS, 

Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest will source the funds through proposals in the 

hope of securing sufficient funding in order to make the plans reality. 

4. Sufficient Capacity: along with approval from the necessary authorities and funding 

it is necessary for the necessary capacity of implementing parties to be able to carry 

out the programmes and activities. This includes manpower, expertise, and 

equipment. 

4.6.1 Programme 1: Strengthening of Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 

GOAL: Increased capacity of FoASF to carry out Operational Plan 

One of the first priorities of FoASF is to create a solid base from which to operate. This 

includes personnel in the form of interns, volunteers, members and a full time Field 

Coordinator. These activities will take place early on so as to set FoASF up in a position of 

strength to apply for, receive and account for funding, while also having the ability to put in 

the time and expertise to supporting partners in relation to designated goals. 

Activities: 

1. Address the administrative needs of FoASF 

a) Seek 1 qualified staff member to assist with Marketing, Bookkeeping, Accounting, 
and Proposal Writing. 

b) Seek qualified Field Coordinator. 
c) Partner with another organization that can contribute to admin needs 

(printing/writing). 
d) Seek an Intern who can assist in marketing, writing, planning, internet, website, 

Facebook. 
 

2. Fundraise for the planned activities  

a) Identify donors. 
b) Write proposals & budgets. 
c) Account for donated funds once funding received. 

 
3. Grow Membership 

a) Design a membership fee scale and negotiate with KFS special terms for FoASF 
volunteer members’ entry into Forest. 

b) Invite hoteliers, schools, tour operators, tourists, residents to become members. 
c) Develop an information pamphlet on the Forest to attract members. 

 
4. Involve Members 

Create opportunities for Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest members to be involved in 

various aspects of the Forest, by invitation: Roads, patrols, birds spotting, animal 

spotting, butterfly spotting; library; maps, KFS ticketing, guide training, research, tree 

planting, livelihoods, school trips, camp sites, funding, guide leaflet, promotional leaflet, 

erosion management, walks, adjacent dwellers relations, working Groups (Forest 

Management, Research and Monitoring, Education and Tourism, and Rural Livelihoods). 
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PROGRAMME 1: Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 

Goal 
Increased capacity of FoASF to carry out planned action 

plans in support of the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 

Management Team  

Measures of Success  
# of volunteer hours 
# of interns 
# of proposal sent out 
FoASF Membership 

Source of Data for 
Measuring 

Target 
Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
Committee and Membership 

 
 

Objective Activities/Steps 

 

Timeframe Lead/Notes 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022  

1. Strengthen the 

administrative needs of 

FoASF 

 

Engage 1 admin staff x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x Allocate roles from the 
committee 

Engage a Field Coordinator x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
Partner with another organisation that can 
contribute to admin needs 
(printing/writing) 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Seek an Intern who can assist in 
marketing, writing, planning, 
internet/website/Facebook 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

2. Fundraise for the planned 

activities 

Identify donors x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
Write proposals &  budgets x x x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x   
Account for donated funds x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

3. Grow Membership Design a membership fee scale x x   x    x    x    x     
Invite hoteliers, schools, tour operators, 
tourists, residents to become members 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Develop and distribute an information 
pamphlet on the Forest to attract 
members 

x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x   

4. Involve Members Involve members in activities x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
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4.6.2 Programme 2: Facilitate and Support the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team 

(ASFMT) 

GOAL: To support the ASFMT and facilitate the implementation of the Arabuko-

Sokoke Strategic Forest Management Plan 2002-2027 (SFMP) & ASF Elephant 

Conservation Action Plan (ECAP). 

 
1. Support and facilitate ASFMT to follow the SFMP & ECAP 

a) Ensure that the quarterly ASFMT meetings review, refer to and apply the SFMP & 
ECAP. 

b) Facilitate working groups that focus on the implementation of SFMP & ECAP. 
c) Support and facilitate action on ASFMT decisions to implement the two Plans. 

 

2. Encourage and promote interaction between ASFMT members  
a) Hold annual ASFMT lunch with special partner guest. 
b) Develop an annual competition between guides and staff (i.e, Eye Go Game 

Spotting). 
c) Facilitate ASFMT field days in the Forest.  
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PROGRAMME 2: Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team 

Goal 
To support the ASF Management Team (ASFMT) and facilitate 

the implementation of the Arabuko-Sokoke Strategic Forest 

Management Plan 2002-2027 (SFMP) & ASF Elephant 

Conservation Action Plan (ECAP). 

Measures of Success – are moving forward? 
# of meeting in which discussions on management 
plans took place 
# joint patrols 
# field trips 
# of guide/staff events 

Source of Data for Monitoring 
 

Target audience 
ASFMT 

 

Objectives Activities/Steps 

 

Timeframe Lead Person  

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022  

1. To support the implementation 

of the SFMP & ECAP 

At the quarterly ASFMT meetings review, 
discuss, and apply the SFMP & ECAP 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Facilitate working groups that focus on the 
SFMP & ECAP to make decisions to 
implement the Plans. 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Provide practical and strategic support to 
facilitate action on ASFMT decisions to 
implement the Plans 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

2. Encourage interaction between 

ASFMT members on a regular 

basis so as to create discussion and 

interaction of decision makers 

Hold an annual lunch with special partner 
guest  

   x    x    x    x    x  

Develop an annual competition between 
guides and staff in the Forest  

  x    x    x    x   x    

Facilitate ASFMT field days in the Forest  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  
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4.6.3 Programme 3: Protection of Forest Flora and Fauna 

When informal (illegal) benefits from the Forest are higher than the legalized benefits, as has 
been demonstrated in past research (M. T. E. Mbuvi/W. Ayiemba), the adjacent communities 
will continue to make non-legal, non-sustainable use of the forest. Prohibited activities are 
outlined in the 2016 Forest Conservation and Management Act (Appendix #2), and include:  
 

40 (2) No person shall fell, cut, damage or remove, trade in or export or attempt to export 
any protected tree species or family of trees or regeneration thereof or abet in the 
commission of any such act. (The Forest Conservation Management Act No34 0f 2016) 
 

Section 64. (1) Except under a licence or permit or a management agreement issued or 
entered into under this Act, no person shall, in a public or provisional forest; 

a) fell, cut, take, burn, injure or remove any forest produce;  
b) be or remain therein between the hours of 7 p.m. and 6 a.m. unless using a recognised 

road or footpath, or is taking part in cultural, scientific or recreational activities;  
c) erect any building or livestock enclosure, except where the same is allowed for a 

prescribed fee;  
d) smoke, where smoking is by notice prohibited, or kindle, carry or throw down any 

fire, match or other lighted material; 
e) de-pasture or allow any livestock to be therein;  
f) clear, cultivate or break up land for cultivation or for any other purpose;  
g) enter any part thereof which may be closed to any person;  
h) collect any honey or beeswax, or hang on any tree or elsewhere any honey barrel or 

other receptacle for the purpose of collecting any honey or beeswax, or enter therein 
for the purpose of collecting honey and beeswax, or be therein with any equipment 
designed for the purpose of collecting honey or beeswax; 

i) construct any road or path; 
j) set fire to, or assist any person to set fire to, any grass or undergrowth or any forest 

produce; 
k) possess, bring or introduce any chain saw or logging tools or equipment; 
l) damage, alter, shift, remove or interfere in any way whatsoever with any beacon, 

boundary mark, fence notice or notice board.  
 

(2) Any person who contravenes the provisions of subsection (1) of this section commits 
an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding one hundred thousand shillings 
or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, or to both such fine and 
imprisonment. (3) Any person who contravenes the provisions of section 61 (Prohibition 
on trade in restricted forest produce) shall be guilty of an offence and is liable on conviction 
to a fine not exceeding one million or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years, 
or to both such fine and imprisonment. (4) Any person who contravenes the provisions of 
section 59 (Grading and valuation of timber and other products) shall be guilty of an offence 
and shall be liable upon conviction to a fine not exceeding five million shillings or to 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years, or to both such fine and imprisonment. 
(The Forest Conservation Management Act No34 0f 2016) 
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GOAL: To support KFS and KWS in reducing illegal activities in the forest. 

1. Develop relationships with justice system and encourage them to apply the laws 

and existing penalties 
 

a) Meet court users and discuss the forest issues. 

b) Breakdown/summarise laws and make public Signs/posters. 

 

2. Reduce demand for illegal products 
a) Distribute ‘Good Wood’ poster in partnership with ASFGA for all public entities in 

Malindi and Watamu. 

 

3. Encourage whistle blowers  
a) Through CFAs facilitate KWS and KWS to form a network of informers - “Eyes of 

the Forest”. 

b) Look into working with WAC – Watamu Community Policing. 

 

4. Facilitate patrols in the Forest 
a) Support KWS/KFS patrols through MOU clearly outlining roles. 

o fuel for patrols. 
o data collection sheets.  

o donated equipment (GPS/Tents/Boots/Hats/radios). 

o allowances. 

 

b) Develop a KFS/KFS Data Base (SMART) information gathering system. 

 

67 (1)(e) makes or is found in possession of charcoal in a national, county or provisional 
forest; or in community forest, private forest or farmlands without a licence or permit of the 
owner as the case may be: commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not 
exceeding fifty thousand shillings or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, 
or to both such fine and imprisonment. (The Forest Conservation Management Act No34 
0f 2016) 

67 (4) Save under a licence or permit or a management agreement issued or entered into 
under this Act, no person shall, in a forest capture or kill any animal, set or be in possession 
of any trap, snare, gin or net, or dig any pit, for the purpose of catching any animal, or use 
or be in possession of any poison or poisoned weapon: Provided that nothing in this sub 
paragraph shall be deemed to prohibit the capturing or killing of an animal in accordance 
with the conditions of a valid license or permit issued under the Wildlife Conservation and 
Management Act, 2013. (The Forest Conservation Management Act No34 0f 2016) 
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PROGRAMME 3: Protection 

Goal 
To support KFS and KWS in reducing illegal activities in the 

forest 
 

Measures of Success – are moving forward? 
# of meetings with court users 
# of posters placed 
Mobile eye clinic - # treated 
# of tip-offs of illegal activity 
# of patrols carried out with FoASF input 

Source of Data for 
Monitoring 

Target audience 
KWS 
KFS 

Adjacent Communities 
CFAs 

Objectives Activities/Steps 

 

Timeframe Lead Person  

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022  

1.  Develop relationships with local 

court users and encourage them to 

apply the laws and existing 

penalties 

Facilitate KFS/KWS to meet court users 
and discuss the forest issues 

 x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  

Facilitate CFAs to breakdown/summarise 
laws and make public: Signs/posters 

 x x                   

2. Reduce demand for illegal 

products 

With ASFGA Distribute ‘Good Wood’ 
poster for all public entities in Malindi and 
Watamu 

x x   x    x    x    x     

4. Encourage whistle blowers Through CFAs facilitate KWS and KWS to 
form a network of informers “Eyes of the 
Forest” 

 x x x   x    x    x    x   

Look into working with WAC x x                    
5. Facilitate patrols Support KWS/KFS patrols through MOU 

o fuel for patrols 
o data collection sheets  
o donate equipment 

(GPS/Tents/Boots/Hats) 
o allowances 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Facilitate a KFS Data Base information 
gathering system  
 

   x                  
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4.6.4 Programme 4: Eco-Tourism, Education & Research 

 

  
 

 

 

 
 

Conservation 
Offering market-linked long-

term solutions, ecotourism 

provides effective economic 

incentives for conserving and 

enhancing bio-cultural diversity 

and helps protect the natural and 

cultural heritage of our beautiful 

planet. 

Communities 
By increasing local capacity 
building and employment 
opportunities, ecotourism is an 
effective vehicle for 
empowering local communities 
around the world to fight 
against poverty and to achieve 

sustainable development. 

Interpretation 
With an emphasis on enriching 
personal experiences and 
environmental awareness 
through interpretation, 
ecotourism promotes greater 
understanding and appreciation 
for nature, local society, and 
culture. 

The Definition 
Ecotourism is now defined as "responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the 
environment, sustains the well-being of the local people, and involves interpretation and 
education" (TIES, 2015).  Education is meant to be inclusive of both staff and guests. 
 

Principles of Ecotourism 
Ecotourism is about uniting conservation, communities, and sustainable travel. This 
means that those who implement, participate in and market ecotourism activities should 
adopt the following ecotourism principles: 
 

 Minimize physical, social, behavioral, and psychological impacts 
 Build environmental and cultural awareness and respect 
 Provide positive experiences for both visitors and hosts 
 Provide direct financial benefits for conservation 
 Generate financial benefits for both local people and private industry 
 Deliver memorable interpretative experiences to visitors that help raise 

sensitivity to host countries' political, environmental, and social climates 
 Design, construct and operate low-impact facilities 
 Recognize the rights and spiritual beliefs of the Indigenous People in your 

community and work in partnership with them to create empowerment 
 
 

ECO-TOURISM EXPLAINED 
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GOAL: Increase the attraction Arabuko-Sokoke Forest as quality destination to foreign and 

local visitors, students and researchers while raising their awareness and support for the forest.  

A. Eco-Tourism 
SUB-GOAL: Increase visitor numbers to the Forest. 

1. Review visitor rates and entrance protocol to the Forest 
a) Facilitate and support a KFS working group to review the exiting visitor rates. 

b) Facilitate and support KFS working group in establishing quality customer services, 

booking and entrance procedures. 

2. Increase public interest in the Forest 
a) Design simple marketing tools that appeal to, and attract visitors: 

o Sign boards in Watamu (hotels, public areas). 

o Pamphlets describing access to the forest. 

o Presentations to tourists and tour operators. 

3. Facilitate ASFMT in developing safe protocols and quality attractions for visitors 
a) Work with KFS/KWS/NMK/ASFGA to develop safe guiding protocols and training 

tailored to the needs of the visitors. 

b) Facilitate ASFMT working group to limit external/untrained guides from operating 

alone in the forest (walking/cycling/bird watching), and to encourage guests to use 

trained and approved guides. 

c) Facilitate CFAs in building capacity of ASFGA: There are eight guides operating in 

the Forest under the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Guide Association. The guides are made 

up of mixed age groups with some elder guides attempting to nurture and train 

younger ones. 

Guides used to have a uniform about ten years ago but no longer have one. Their base is a 

visitor centre at the KWS offices in the main entrance of the Forest. 

No training or refresher has been carried out in the past five years, with the last organised 

training in 1996, at a cost of 54,000/- each! Nature Kenya carried out Sight Support Group 

training of guides from all over Kenya.  

Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest has identified the following areas in which support can be 

provided to the approved guides: 

o Design a Guide Training Program in collaboration with Kenya Museums/ARocha. 

o Conduct Field trips to Bamburi/Fort Jesus. 

o Design and issue guide uniforms. 

o Issue Equipment – i.e. binoculars, bird books, mammal books. 

 

d) Work with ASFMT working group to identify and design quality attractions within 

the Forest. Examples may include but not be limited to: 

o Elephant viewing platform. 

o Bird hides and bird breeding boxes. 

o Bike trails. 

o Walking trails. 

o Approved guide booking procedure made easy. 
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o Update and print the official guide. 

o Self-help, community-run accommodation in the Forest: to construct and manage 

environmentally friendly, high quality visitor accommodation that fits in with the 

environment and provides guests with a unique one of-a-kind experience. 

 Location: in conjunction with KFS identify and develop a site for an eco-

design self-help visitor accommodation. 

o Campsites: identify and develop campsites that provide a genuine, quality wildlife 

experience to visitors on the lower budget. 

 Location: in conjunction with KFS identify and develop a site for a 

planned number of eco-camp sites. 

o Facilitate the construction of a practical and affordable visitor Resource Centre 

that is manned by and maintained by the approved guides - ARocha. 

e) Facilitate an ASFMT working group to improve and maintain road network in the 

Forest. 

o Road clearing and maintenance, including signage and  

o Develop road maps. 

B. Education 
SUB-GOAL: Increase the adjacent dwellers’ community understanding of their 

responsibility to help protect the Forest. 

1. Support KFS and KWS to conduct Forest based events to build awareness about 

the forest and its importance - taking children, youth and community to the forest; 

a) Facilitate CFAs to identify schools that engage in Forest Field Trips 

b) Facilitate School field visits to the Forest; 

 Day trips. 

 Camping trips. 

2. Facilitate KFS and CFAs to create Bring the Forest to the Schools and the Adjacent 

Communities 

a) Facilitate KFS/KWS awareness meetings in the communities focusing on long term 

threats and the community’s role in protecting the forest. 

b) Partner with CFAs in identifying community schools that will receive environmental 

education; 

o Printed material about the forest. 

o Films Mobile Films: wildlife films are shown in the community and members 

are invited to discussions and debates around wildlife. 

o Plays. 

o Tree Nurseries. 

C. Research 
SUB-GOAL: To improve understanding of the forest species for better management 

1. Develop partnerships with research based institutions. 

a) Promote a partnership between KEFRI/KFS/KWS and Pwani University. 

b) Identify other research institutions and link them with KEFRI, KWS and KFS. 

c) Facilitate KFS to host researchers, record and use the findings for management 

purposes.
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PROGRAMME 4: Eco-Tourism, Education & Research 

Goal 
Increase the attraction Arabuko-Sokoke Forest as quality 

destination to foreign and local visitors, while raising their 

awareness and support for the forest 

Measures of Success 
# of visitors to the forest 
# of quality attractions in the forest 
# trained and approved guides  
# of safety protocols in place 

Source of Data for 
Monitoring 

Target 
Tourists  
Local residents of Watamu/ 
Kilifi/Malindi/Mtwapa 

Tour Operators and hotels 
Guides 
Community kids 
Researchers 

Objectives Activities/Steps 

 

Timeframe Lead Person  

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022  

A. ECO-TOURISM                       

SUB-GOAL: Increase visitor 

numbers to the forest 

                      

1. Review visitor rates Facilitate and support a KFS working group 
to review the exiting visitor rates  

x x   x    x    x    x     

Facilitate and support KFS working group 
in establishing quality customer services, 
booking and entrance procedures 

x x x x x x x x   x    x    x   

2. Increase public interest in the 

forest 

Design simple marketing tools that appeal 
to, and attract visitors 

x x x x   x    x    x    x   

Work with KFS and KWS to identify and 
design quality attractions 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Work with KFS and KWS to improve roads x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
3. Develop safe protocols and 

quality attractions for visitors 
 

Liaise with ASFMT/ASFGA to develop 
safe guiding protocols and training tailored 
to the needs of the visitors. 

x x x x  x  x  x  x  x    x    

Facilitate ASFMT working group to limit 
external/untrained guides from operating 
alone in the forest (walking/cycling/bird 
watching), and to encourage guests to use 
trained and approved guides. 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Facilitate CFAs in building capacity of 
ASFGA 

x x x x x x x x x  x  x  x  x  x   

Work with ASFMT working group to 
identify and design quality attractions 
within the Forest. 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
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Facilitate an ASFMT working group to 
improve and maintain roads. 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Produce maps of the Forest for guests x x   x    x    x    x     

B. EDUCATION    

SUB-GOAL: Increase youth and 

children’s interest in the forest 
   

1. Support KFS and KWS to 

conduct Forest based events to 

build awareness about the forest 

and its importance 

Facilitate CFAs to identify schools that 
engage in Forest Field Trips 

 x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  

 Facilitate Field Visits x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
2. Facilitate KFS and CFAs to 
create ‘Bring the Forest’ to the 

Schools and the Adjacent 

Communities. 

Facilitate KFS/KWS awareness meetings in 
the communities focusing on threats and the 
community’s role in protecting the forest 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Partner with CFAs in identifying 
community schools that will receive 
environmental education 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

C. RESEARCH                       

SUB-GOAL: To improve 

understanding of the forest species 

for better management 

  

1. Develop partnerships with 

research based institutions 

Promote a partnership between 
KEFRI/KFS/KWS and Pwani University 

x x x x     x        x     

Identify other research institutions and link 
them with KEFRI, KWS and KFS. 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Facilitate KFS to host researchers,  record 
and use the findings for management 
purposes 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
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4.6.5 Programme 5: Community Engagement 

GOAL: To improve community interest, participation and value of the Forest. 

Access to products in the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is regulated and controlled by the KFS 

through licensing and permit system. Extraction of products such as firewood, soil, seeds, and 

foliage and butterfly pupae is allowed through permits at a specified fee for a particular 

product for approved persons/organizations. Other activities allowed include tourism 

(hiking/bike-riding/camping), bee keeping and honey harvesting. 

In partnership with the three CFAs, and in close cooperation with KFS Kilifi and each KFS 

Forest Officer/Outpost (Jilore, Gede and Sokoke), FoASF will strategically support and 

facilitate programs/activities that bring the adjacent communities closer to caring for and 

supporting the Forest. This will be done as follows: 

1. Build capacity of CFAs  
a) Facilitate the update of CFAs Participatory Management Plans (PMP)  

b) Facilitate and train CFAs in proposal writing  

c) Support CFAs, through an MOU, to apply PMPs 

2. Involve adjacent community members in activities within and around the Forest 
a) Facilitate CFAs to identify active User Groups in each sector, model successful 

activities that have a direct relationship to the forest (to be decided in conjunction 

with CFAs and User Groups; e.g. Tree planting: a tree regeneration effort will be 

developed in collaboration with CFAs in order to replant indigenous trees. 

b) Support and facilitate CFAs to hold quarterly community awareness barrazas.  

c) With CFAs/KFS/KWS, identify volunteer community scouts. 

d) With CFAs/KFS/KWS, train volunteer community scouts. 

e) Facilitate KWS/KFS to patrol with community scouts. 

f) With KFS/CFAs, identify youth to conduct road clearing once per month. 

3. Bring communities together to discuss, debate and commit to the Forest’s 

survival 
a) Facilitate the CFAs to coordinate quarterly meetings of select groups of adjacent 

forest dwellers to discuss topics, watch films, and act out plays. 

b) Support capacity building of KWS/KFS staff to build skills to interact with the 

community (training/field trips). 

c) With CFAs and VDFCCs, identify elders - “Oracles of the Forest” - who have a 

passion for the forest and work with them to talk to youth and children in groups. 

 

4. Facilitate adjacent community social benefits 
a) Facilitate CFAs to organise a mobile eye clinic for communities on Forest 

boundary. 

b) Non-formal Learning (Math and Literacy) 
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PROGRAMME 5: Community Engagement 

Goal 
To improve community interest and participation in the forest 
 

Measures of Success – are moving forward? 
Pilot community involved and active 
# of community members actively involved 
# of barazas held 
# of community members/groups showing support for the forest 

Source of Data for 
Monitoring 
KWS/KFS/ FoASF Field visits 

Target 
Adjacent Communities Living on the 

edge of the Forest 

 
KWS/KFS 
Community Elders 

Objectives 

 

Activities/Steps 

 

Timeframe (Year/Quarters) Lead/Notes 

1. Build capacity of CFAs Facilitate the update of CFAs PMPs x x x x                  

Facilitate and train CFAs in proposal writing  x x                  
Support CFAs through MOU to apply PMP x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

2. Involve community members 

in forest related activities 
Facilitate CFAs to identify active User 
Groups  

x x   x x   x x   x x   x x   

Facilitate CFA Community Barrazas  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
Facilitate KFS/KWS/CFAs  to identify 
scouts  

x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  

Support KFS/KWS/CFAs  to train scouts  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
Facilitate joint KWS/KFS/scout patrols x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Conduct road clearing once per month x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

3. Bring communities together to 

discuss, debate, plan 

Facilitate the CFAs to coordinate quarterly 
meetings of adjacent forest dwellers 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Support capacity building of KWS/KFS 
staff to interact with the community 

  x    x    x    x    x  

Establish ‘Oracles of the Forest’ forum   x    x    x    x    x  

4. Facilitate adjacent community 

social benefits 
 

Facilitate CFAs to organise a mobile eye 
clinic for communities on Forest boundary. 

   x    x    x    x    x 

Non-formal Learning (Math and Literacy) 
 

   x    x    x    x    x 
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4.6.6 Programme 6: Advocacy/Lobbying 

GOAL: Ensure the forest remains intact for generations to come and avoids de-

gazettment and defragmentation. 

 
1. Disseminate existing laws to protect the Forest and ensure they are understood 

and implemented 

a) Develop a simple summary (handbook/sign board) of KFS/KWS laws that 

govern how they operate in the Forest. 

b) Publicize the law protecting the Forest to; 
o KWS/KFS 

o CFAs and User Groups 

o Justice System 

c) With KFS/KWS, erect Sign Boards on boundary/entry points 
 

2. Support the Forest Management Team where necessary to lobby on behalf of 

the Forest 
a) Attend Management meetings and provide positive input 

b) Facilitate in summarising updates and reports 

c) Support ASFMT in publicizing threats to the forest 

3. Increase the communities understanding of their responsibility to help protect 

the forest  
a) Conduct Forest Field Trips for Community Members/Schools 

b) Facilitate KFS/KWS awareness meetings in the communities focusing on threats 

and the community’s role in protecting the forest 

c) Develop a travelling theatre groups made up of community members 
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PROGRAMME 6: Advocacy/Lobbying 

Goal 
 

Ensure the forest remains intact for generations to come 

and avoids de-gazettment and defragmentation 

Measures of Success 

1 Information sharing session held with managers 
# management team initiatives to mitigate threats to the 
forest 
# of management meetings attended 
# of awareness sessions held in the adjacent communities 

Source of Data for 
Monitoring 

Target 
KFS 
KWS 
CFAs 

Guides 
Tour operators/hotels 
NMK 

Objectives Activities/Steps 

 

Timeframe Lead /Notes 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022  

1. Disseminate existing laws to 

protect the forest and that they 

are understood and 

implemented 

Develop a handbook/sign boards of  
KFS/KWS laws in local language  

x x   x    x    x    x     

Publicise the law protecting the forest to; 
o KWS/KFS 
o CFSs and User 

Groups 
o Magistrates 

x x x x   x    x    x    x   

 Erect Sign Boards on boundary/entry 
points 

                     

2. Support the ASFMT where 

necessary to lobby on behalf of 

the Forest 

Attend ASFMT meetings and ask 
questions relevant to the day 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Facilitate ASFMT in summarising 
updates and reports on threats to the 
forest 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Support ASFMT in publicizing threats 
to the forest 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

3. Increase the communities 

understanding of their 

responsibility to help protect the 

Forest 

Conduct Forest Field Trips for 
Community Members/Schools 

 x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  

Facilitate KFS/KWS awareness 
meetings in the communities focusing 
on threats and the community’s role in 
protecting the forest 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Develop a  travelling theatre x x x x x    x    x    x     
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4.6.7 Programme 7: Large Wildlife Strategy 

The challenges of large wildlife in the Forest were addressed during the development of the 
SFMP in 2002, under section 1.7.4. Problem Animal Management (see Section 4.6, Table 3, 
page 40), with emphasis on Problem Animal Control and Animal Movement. An electric 
fence was erected around the Forest in 2005/6 that has solved the problem of elephants and 
buffalo in the Forest damaging crops adjacent to the Forest. Therefore the management 
concerns relating to large wildlife have shifted from ‘Crop Protection’ to ‘Forest Protection’ 
(Reducing the impact of animal damage, SFMP, 1.7.4.3) and the welfare of the large 
mammals that are now enclosed inside the Forest by an electric fence.  
 
KWS foresaw the challenges of enclosing large mammals with a fence and convened a 
planning session between February 5th and 7th, 2013, resulting in the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
Elephant Conservation Action Plan (ECAP). 
 
FoASF has identified this as an area in which there is a possibility of support and assistance, 
in partnership with KWS and other partners through an MOU. 
 
GOAL: To support and facilitate KWS in strategies that mitigate forest destruction by 

large mammals living in the Forest. 
 

1. Support the implementation of the Elephant Conservation Action Plan (ECAP) 

by ASFMT. 

a) Facilitate a full review of the ECAP and identify priority areas needing action and 

support. E. g. Review water points. 

b) Engage KWS senior management (AD Coast/Senior Warden/Head of Elephant 

Program) in applying the plan, and to include buffalo. 

c) Facilitate and support KWS to collect data on numbers of elephant and buffalo 

and determine holding capacity. 

2. Fence upkeep: (the fence was put up in 2006/7) 
a) Liaise with KWS and offer assistance and support in fence upkeep where 

necessary. 

o Facilitate regular KWS/Scout patrols of the fence line. 

o Facilitate the monitoring and recording of incidences of crop damage/fence 

damage by animals living in the Forest.  

NOTE: the greatest threat to the livelihoods of Adjacent-Communities prior to the electric 

fence was crop destruction by elephant and buffalo. The communities around the Forest 

value the fence highly, and appreciate the protection it provides. Baboon are now the 

greatest threat to crops close to the Forest edge.  
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PROGRAMME 7: Large Wildlife Strategy 

Goal 

To facilitate and support KWS mitigate forest destruction 
by large mammals living in the forest 

Measures of Success – are moving forward? 
Confirmed action by KWS on applying the plan 
Technical partner engaged 
Monitoring of fence carried out 

Source of Data for Monitoring 

Target audience 
KWS 

 
 

Objectives Activities/Steps 

 

Timeframe Lead Person  

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022  

1. Support ASFMT with the 

implementation of the Elephant 

Conservation Action Plan 

(ECAP) 

Facilitate a full review and facilitate 
action of the of the ECAP 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

Engage KWS decision makers x                     
Facilitate and support KWS actions x x                    

2. Fence upkeep Liaise with KWS and offer assistance 
and support in fence upkeep 

x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x   
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4.7 MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 
 

4.7.1 Structure 

Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest will apply the following management structure to the way 

management decisions are made; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.7.2 Finances 

Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest finances will be managed in a professional and 

accountable manner, following Standard Accounting Practice as follows; 

A separate bank account will be opened for operational funds and community funds. 

 The Finance Committee of the Board will oversee all financial matters and will 

review the budget and expenditure report, reporting back to the Board. 

 The Treasurer will submit monthly reports and will attend Board meetings. 

 Where possible no cash payments will be made. Cheques, Mpesa or electronic 

transfers will be the preferred mode of payment. 

 Cheques will require more than one signatory e.g. Treasurer/Board 

Chairman/Member 

 All payments will be authorised by the Treasurer and recorded by the Secretary. 

 An annual external audit of accounts will be undertaken. 

 Preparation of an annual budget will be made by the Board at the beginning of the 

fiscal year, forecasting revenue and donations for the year ahead. 
 

Chairman 

Secretary Treasurer 

Board Members 

Sub-Committees 
Administration & Finance 
ASFMT 
Protection 
Eco-Tourism 
Community Engagement 
Advocacy & Lobbying 
Large Wildlife Field Staff 

Technical 
Scouts 
 

 

FRIENDS 

BOARD 
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SECTION 5: MONITORING & EVALUATION 

5.1 OUTCOME JOURNAL 

 
Month 

Contributors 

The Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Management Team is actively engaged in making good management decisions. The 

Management Team recognises the importance of engaging with key partners within the Forest as well as the adjacent 

community representatives. Management Team members work well together and contribute constructively to the 

decision making process. The Management Team is able to clearly plan and articulate strategies for management of the 

Forest and relating communities that are relevant to their context and needs. Efficient, effective and relevant 

management of the Forest is ongoing, in partnership with fellow Management Team members. External technical support 

is called upon as appropriate. The Management Team members are champions for environmentally friendly, innovative 

concepts in and around the Forest.  They are passionate about the Forest and its wildlife and motivate others in the 

community to support the long-term sustainability of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 

Low = 0-3 
Medium =4-7 
High = 8-10 
LMH                                                 EXPECT TO SEE      Sign 

 A navigable road network  

 Two Daily patrols by KWS and KWS to all sectors of the Forest  

 Efficient entry process for visitors at multiple entry points  

 ASFMT members actively participating in Forest Management  

 Community members involved in various Forest Activities  

                                                           LIKE TO SEE                                                                         Sign                                   

 KFS Forest Officers taking an active role in management – in the field  

 KWS Officers taking an active role in management – in the field  

 Community members in favour of forest protection  

 Resource Centre operated by Guides  

 Eco-Lodge operated by Community Members  

 Zero threats to the Forest from mining, gas, oil or land grabbing  

 Regular school camping trips into the forest   

 Practical research that can be applied to improve the Forest  

                                                        LOVE TO SEE                                                                          Sign 

 Corridor for elephants to Tsavo   

 Zero Illegal Logging  

 Increase of numbers of Ader’s Duiker  
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ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE: 
 

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS & ACTORS: 
 

SOURCE OF EVIDENCE: 
 

LESSONS AND REQUIRED CHANGES/ADJUSTMENTS: 
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APPENDICES 

Forest Conservation Management Act No 34, 2016 
 

First Constitution of Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
 

1. Title 
2. Objectives 
3. Headquarters 
4. Membership 
5. Subscriptions 
6. Members privileges 
7. Office bearers 
8. General meetings 
9. Committee meetings 
10. Alterations to the constitution 
11. Finance 
12. Expulsion of members 
13. Dissolution 

 

1. Title 

The community based organisation shall be called ‘Friends of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest’. 

2. Objectives 

• To create a network of concerned and interested people who will offer support and 
technical advice for the continued conservation of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 

• To establish a strong link with the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest managers. 

• To raise awareness about Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 

• To collect funds that can be used directly to support the conservation and 
management of Arabuko-Sokoke Forest. 
 

3. Headquarters 

The Headquarters shall be at Arabuko-Sokoke Forest, Gede Forest Station. 

4. Membership 

The community based organisation will have individual and corporate members. 

5. Subscriptions 

• The annual subscriptions for individual and corporate friends will be determined 
by the executive committee. 

• Subscriptions will start from 1 October of each year subsequent to establishment. 

• Any individual or corporate member registering after 30 March in any year shall 
only pay half the subscription but be entitled to the relevant publications 
thereafter. 
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6. Member’s privileges 

• Members will be entitled to free copies of the online newsletter published each 
quarter. 

• Receive updated bulletins of activities. 

• Get to attend the bi-monthly walks in the forest free of charge. 
 

7.   Office bearers 

• The running of FoASF shall be executed through an executive committee 
consisting of office bearers and ordinary committee members. 

• The office bearers shall be a chairman, vice-chairman, secretary, vice-secretary, 
treasurer, vice- treasurer. 

• There shall be eight ordinary committee members. 

• The chairman shall lead all meetings with the help of the vice-chairman 

• The vice-chairman shall be an assistant t0 the chairman and lead meetings when 
the chairman is not present. 

• The secretary, assisted by the vice-secretary, shall conduct all correspondence of 
FoASF, attend meetings and keep records of the minutes. 

• The treasurer, assisted by the vice-treasurer, shall be responsible for the funds of 
the society, the presentation of proper account, the payment, collection and receipt 
of monies and be responsible for the bank account, under the direction of the 
executive committee. 

• Executive committee members (including chairman, secretary and treasurer) will 
hold office for one year.  Committee members and officers may put their names 
forward as candidates for re-election at the annual general meeting. 

• Nominations for executive committee members and officers may be submitted to 
the secretary by two weeks in advance of the annual general meeting.  
Candidature for election or re-election should be seconded by a non-committee 
member of FoASF. The names of candidates should be published on the annual 
general meeting agenda and circulated in advance of the meeting. Candidates will 
be elected by majority vote at the annual general meeting. 

• All executive committee members accept their positions as honorary and shall 
receive no remuneration for their services. 
 

8. General meetings 

There shall be an annual general meeting in October of each year, when the executive 

committee will be elected, account submitted and another items on the agenda 

discussed. At least one other general will be called during the year for a progress 

report on projects undertaken and future projects proposed. 

Individual and corporate members shall be entitled to one vote each.   

 

9. Committee meetings 

There will be a minimum of four committee meetings a year, to be attended by the 

executive committee.  At least three office bearers and two ordinary committee 

members must be present to form a quorum. 

 

10. Alterations of constitution 
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No alteration of the constitution shall be carried out except by a two third vote of the 

member present at an annual general meeting, or by referendum or all members on 

which not less than two-thirds of all members eligible to vote, shall for the alteration. 

11. Finance 

FoASF will have a current account with three signatories.   Two signatories will be 

needed at all times.  Approval of use of FoASF funds other than for small 

administrative running costs will remain with the executive committee, but will be 

carried out in consultation with ordinary members and the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 

Management Team. 

 

12. Expulsion of members 

The executive committee shall have the right to expel form FoASF any member who 

is guilty of conduct which shall in the opinion of the executive committee render him 

or her unfit to be a member.  The member in question will be notified of the intention 

of expulsion in writing and be asked whether he or she wishes to submit an 

explanation in writing to the executive committee before final action is taken. 

 

13. Dissolution 

Dissolution shall only be effected by a resolution of a general meeting with a quorum 

of the executive committee, and two-thirds majority vote.  Note of the meeting will be 

given to all members 21 days prior to the date of the meeting.  Any financial assets 

will be donated to the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest Guides Association if still in existence 

at the time of dissolution.  If not a separate resolution will be passed on the 

distribution of the funds. 

 

16 May 2001 

 

 


